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What's happening in the 'Boro 
Turn to the A&E section, page 6A, to 
see what's going on in Statesboro. 
BRIEFLY.. 
Professors at odds over 
new open-door office policy 
The Associated Press 
MILLEDGEVILLE, Ga..— Profes- 
sors at Georgia College & State Uni- 
versity are finding their open-door of- 
fice policy at odds with the state fire 
code. 
When the new, $10 million Arts & 
Sciences building was designed, all 66 
faculty office doors were designated as 
fire doors to prevent the possible 
spread of smoke and flames. 
Under Georgia's fire code, the doors 
must remain shut. Each violation 
could cost the school $10,000. 
But many faculty members believe 
their doors should stay open when a 
student is visiting a professor. The 
open-door policy is not formal policy, 
but it is "good judgment," said Dean 
Bernie Patterson. 
"It's when a faculty member is coun- 
seling a student, that's when they want 
their door open," he said. 
The school's director of plant opera- 
tions, David Groseclose, says he sees no 
alternative to meeting the state code. 
Any alterations would cost too much, 
he said. 
Faculty members wouldn't comment. 
But student opinion appeared split. 
"There are times when I want to talk 
to my adviser with the door open," said 
Matt Goodman. "But at the same time, 
I don't want everybody in the world to 
know if I'm going to fail a class." 
CORRECTION 
In the Tuesday, Oct. 8 edition cutline on 
page 10, Dwight Van Tassel and Darin 
Van Tassel should have been spelled Van 
Tassell. We apologize for any cofusion or 
inconvenience caused by this error. 
WORD OF THE DAY 
idiolalia (ideoLAIeu) n. private 
language, sometimes invented by 
those of low mentality 
Source: Weird Words 
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It is a desire of The George-Anne to print the 
news of Georgia Southern University as accu- 
rately as possible. If you feel that something 
covered is in error, contact a member of the 
editorial staff at 681-5246 as soon as possible. 
Thank you. 
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New driver's licenses 
add security features 
Payroll checks to be 
mailed to P.O. Boxes 
By Joshua Edmonson 
News Editor 
Georgia driver's licenses will 
be given a new look and added 
security features this year. 
The licenses will be created 
through a digital imaging pro- 
cess, which is currently being 
assimilated into the Georgia 
State Patrol computers. 
The new licenses debuted in 
September, but previously-is- 
sued licenses will remain valid 
until their expiration dates. 
Each license will contain the 
cardholder's personal informa- 
tion, a digital picture, signa- 
ture and fingerprints. 
A holographic patch contain- 
ing the word "Georgia" will 
appear over the bearer's date 
of birth. This patch will help to 
protect the card against tam- 
pering. 
"I'm sure people will attempt 
to forge them," said D. H. 
Griner, of the Georgia State 
Patrol. "They are designed so 
they can't be copied directly." 
Another added security fea- 
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DRIVER'S LICENSE 
NUMBER. 123456789 
GEORGIA SAMPLE 
123 ANY STREET 
ANYTOWN. QA 12345 
SEX BIRTH   DATE 
M 02-31-96 
HEIGHT WEIGHT     POST 
6-04 105 057 
CLASS ENDORSMENT/S 
EXPIRES  10-10-1996 
EXAM DATE COUNTY 
02-32-95 099 
FEE RESTRICTIONS 
800 BEO 
TYPE UNTIL 
REG MM-DD-YY 
&UrtQM.X0*rypU. h Date when card 
holder turns 21 
New Georgia driver's licenses will have added security features 
and are now being put into State Patrol computers. 
ture is the two-dimensional bar 
code that will appear on the 
back, which will make the card 
more difficult to duplicate. 
Colored header texts will 
allow patrolmen to determine 
the type of license the bearer is 
holding with a glance. A dark 
green header text will be used 
for driver's licenses, limited 
permit licenses, probation li- 
censes and ID cards. A red 
header text will be used to in- 
dicate an "Under 21" for those 
same cards. A dark yellow 
header text will be used to iden- 
tify commercial driver's li- 
censes, regardless of the 
driver's age. 
Any driver under the age of 
21 will have the words "Under 
Please see LICENSES, page 10A 
By Emily Rollison 
Staff Writer 
GSU will begin mailing stu- 
dents' payroll checks to their 
post office boxes beginning to- 
morrow. 
"During the investigation 
and review of the associate 
dean of students office, cer- 
tain issues were identified 
which require attention by the 
university administration," 
said Kathy Todd, director of 
the internal audit. 
The initial review began 
after former GSU secretary 
Beverly Williams stole more 
than$100,000from 
Panhellenicand 
Intrafraternity Council ac 
counts last spring. 
Although all funds were 
later reimbursed, the school 
wanted to eliminate any 
chance of similar problems in 
the future. 
It was suggested to the 
university that they take cor- 
rective action in the distribu- 
tion of paychecks. 
In  the former policy, the 
Southern sunset 
The view of the sun setting over the lake provides an 
awesome backdrop for students, faculty or visitors who like to 
stroll around campus in search of a little rest and relaxation. 
Mike Spilker 
The daily grind of classes, assignments and exams would likely 
cause even the unstressable to look for outlets to relieve some 
stress. 
Student Employment Office 
did not require documents 
stating when a.student 
stopped working. 
Thus, students could still 
be on a time sheet, clock in 
and receive a paycheck even 
after being terminated. 
"Paychecks are delivered 
to the employer departments 
through campus mail and are 
many times received and 
distributed by the same indi- 
vidual who prepared the time 
sheets," Todd said. 
In order to prevent any 
chance of future problems, 
the university is now requir- 
ing all departments to sub- 
mit proper termination pa- 
pers for students who end 
their employment. 
Also, all undergraduates' 
payroll checks will be mailed 
directly to the students' post 
office boxes. 
Graduate students will 
have the option of having 
their paychecks mailed to 
their home addresses orcam- 
pus post office boxes. 
Annual fair 
coming to 
Statesboro 
G-A Staff Reports 
The Kiwanis Club of 
Statesboro will kick off the 
35th annual Kiwanis 
Ogeechee Fair on Oct. 14. 
The fair is billed as the larg- 
est annual event for this 
area. 
The week-long fair will 
begin at 5 p.m. with a pa- 
rade that will run through 
downtown Statesboro. Gates 
will open to the fairgrounds 
on Highway 80 at 6 p.m. 
Monday. 
The fair largely displays 
agricultural exhibits but 
will also feature livestock 
shows, homemade arts and 
crafts exhibits and educa- 
tional booths from area 
school-aged children. 
Amusements of America will 
provide rides and shows for 
all ages to enjoy. 
"We invite everyone from 
the area to visit our fair as 
much as you can," said Bob 
Conley, fair chairman, in a 
press release. "We want ev- 
eryone to walk away with a 
pleasant fair experience." 
Anyone needing informa- 
tion regarding the event may 
call Mike Bowen at 489-5935 
for more information. 
Board releases guidelines, manuals and 
calendar of events for Homecoming Week 
By Jennifer Hall 
Staff Writer 
Students will be "Spicin' It 
Up At Southern" Oct. 28 - Nov. 
2 during GSU's 15th annual 
Homecoming Week. 
The Homecoming Board re- 
leased its Homecoming 
Manual to all recognized stu- 
dent organizations and resi- 
dence halls informing them of 
the contests, rules and entry 
fees. 
All organizations participat- 
ing in any Homecoming activ- 
ity must complete a Homecom- 
ing contract agreeing to the 
guidelines set by the board. 
Spirit points are given to 
groups participating in the ac- 
tivities. 
The group with the most 
points will receive the All- 
Spirit Trophy. 
A separate trophy is 
awarded to the group with the 
largest number of points in its 
individual category. 
The categories are Non- 
Greek student organizations, 
Panhellenic groups, Interfra- 
ternity groups, residence halls 
and apartment complexes. 
The activities will begin 
Oct. 28 with a banner contest 
A FUN RUN/WALK, 
THE FIRST EVER 
DURING 
HOMECOMING, WILL 
BEGIN AT 9 A.M. 
SATURDAY. 
and queen and king elections. 
Each group may design a ban- 
ner to be judged and displayed 
on Sweetheart Circle. 
Organizations may nomi- 
nate a male or female student 
for king or queen by Friday, 
Oct. 11. 
The crowning will be during 
halftime of the GSU vs East 
Tennessee State game. 
During the week preceding 
Homecoming, students can 
participate in a number of 
events including a Doo-Dah 
contest, which chooses syn- 
chronized routines to perform 
in the parade, a Carnival 
Extraordinaire on the Russell 
Union grounds, Spirit Games 
and "The Rocky Horror Pic- 
ture Show." 
Friday, Nov. 1 is Blue and 
Gold Day or Spirit Day. The 
Homecoming, parade featur- 
ing the Homecoming Court and 
entries from the different 
gro.ups, will travel from 
Paulson Stadium to Sweet- 
heart Circle. The pep rally and 
bonfire will be at 7 p.m. at 
Paulson Stadium. 
A Fun Run/Walk, the first 
ever during Homecoming, will 
begin at 9 a.m. Saturday. 
The  Homecoming game 
against East Tennessee State 
Please see BOARD, page 10A 
Students need new IDs 
by the end of fall quarter 
By Kevin Bonsor 
Assistant News Editor 
All GSU students must 
have a.new student ID card by 
the end of fall quarter. 
The ID cards currently held 
by students will not be valid 
as of Jan. 1. 
The school is not initiating 
a new system. 
However, the cards are just 
being updated so the magnetic 
strip on the cards, rather than 
the bar code, can be used. 
Currently, the cards have a 
lamination over the back of 
them which makes the mag- 
netic strip ineffective. 
There will not be a charge 
for the new ID cards if stu- 
dents turn in an old ID card. 
However, if students do not 
have a card to return, then 
they will be charged a $10 fee. 
Students with validated ID 
cards will receive a validation 
sticker on the new card. 
Many students have al- 
ready received their new IDs. 
According to Stace Evans, 
staff assistant at the ID 
office, about 200 IDs.are being 
processed each day. 
Evans assured students 
that the old ID cards will still 
work for the rest of this quar- 
ter, but students will need the 
new cards at the beginning of 
winter quarter. 
The new cards will enable 
easy adaptation to any sys- 
tem implemented by the uni- 
versity. 
"No matter what system 
we go to, they all use mag- 
netic strips," Tom Palfy, di- 
rector of Food Services, said. 
He said that the bar codes 
will still be used at the li- 
brary. 
Palfy said that the school 
is also working to remove So- 
cial Security numbers from 
ID for security reasons. 
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i POLICE BEAT 
GSU Division of Public Safety 
October 6,1996 
•William Roland Darragh IV, 
19, of Statesboro, was charged 
with possession of less than an 
ounce of marijuana. 
•Walter Lamar Dickerson, 23, 
of Statesboro, was charged with 
laying drag and giving false in- 
formation to an officer. 
•Eric Dewitt Love, 21, of 
Statesboro, was charged with 
possession of cocaine. 
October 5,1996 
•Douglas Metoyer Duncan, 
20, of Statesboro, was charged 
with giving false information to 
an officer. 
the passenger mirror had been 
broken off her vehicle in the 
Johnson Hall parking lot. 
•Larry Shatteen reported 
some graffiti on the third floor 
restroom in the library. 
•Adam Creasy reported the 
Phi Sigma Pi fraternity sign was 
missing from Georgia Avenue. 
•Robert Campbell reported 
his wallet was missing from the 
Union game room. 
•Candace Avera reported 
someone had scratched the left 
side and hood of her vehicle while 
parked in the Union parking lot. 
•Larry Shatteen, reported 
some graffiti on the elevator in 
the library. 
•Janine Custance reported    Statesboro Police Department 
October 7,1996 
•William Terrell, of St. 
Charles Place, reported some- 
one entered his automobile and 
stole his CD player, 12 CDs and 
an amplifier. 
October 6,1996 
•Thomas Patrick Jiles, 20, of 
Players Club, was charged with 
violation of noise ordinance. 
•Andrew Thomas Palma, 19, 
of Players Club, was charged with 
violation of noise ordinance. 
• Christi Butler, of Statesboro, 
reported theft by taking of a 
VCR. 
October 5,1996 
•Ekene Ofodile, of Statesboro, 
reported forgery. 
ANNO UN CEMENTS 
Things to do at GSU 
Today 
•The music department will 
present its annual Faculty 
Showcase Recital tonight at 8 
p.m. in the Foy Recital Hall. 
Performers for the Showcase 
Recital include Roosevelt 
Newson, piano, Douglas Graves, 
cello, Michael Braz, piano, 
Sandra McClain, soprano, Linda 
Cionitti, clarinet, Matt Fallin, 
bodhran, Ryan Kho, violin, Carl 
Purdy, viola, William Schmid, 
trumpet, and Natalia da Roza, 
piano. 
•Veronica Makowsky will 
present a lecture on "F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's Work in the New 
Canons of American Literature" 
at 7 p.m. in room 280 of the 
Russell Union. 
Friday, October 11,1996 
•Entry forms for student or- 
ganizations wanting to partici- 
pate in the 1996 Homecoming 
are due by 5 p.m. For more 
information on Homecoming or 
volunteering, call 681-0399. 
•Friday Lunches will be 
served in the FCS Food Services 
Restaurant on the Family and 
Consumer Sciences Building. 
For reservations or more infor- 
mation, call 681-0639. 
Saturday, October 12,1996 
•Leo Kottke will be perform- 
ing in the Russell Union Ball- 
room at 8 p.m. Students, faculty 
and staff will be allowed one free 
ticket for the event with the pre- 
sentation of a valid GSU I.D. 
Contact the Southern Arts office 
at 681-0830 for more informa- 
tion. 
Monday, October 14,1996 
•The Ms. Greek GSU Pag- 
eant to benefit P.U.S.H. will be 
held at 7 p.m. in the Union Ball- 
room. 
Wednesday, October 16,1996 
•The general meeting of the 
Golden Key National Honor 
Society will be held at 5 p.m. in 
the Russell Union. 
Thursday, October 17,1996 
•The Eagle Career Expo 
Fair will be held from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. in the Russell Union Ball- 
room. For more information, 
contact Career Services at 681- 
5197. 
Saturday, October 19,1996 
• GSU will hold its Fall Open 
House for incoming freshmen. 
For more information, call the 
admissions office at 681-5531. 
Tuesday, October 15,1996 Monday, October 21,1996 
•"Jesus of Montreal" will 
be showing tonight in the Russell 
Union Theater at 7 p.m. The 
film is in French with English 
subtitles. Admission to the show 
is $2. 
•Carl Pomerance will 
present a lecture on "Industrial 
Strength Primes" at 4 p.m. in 
room 201 of the Math/Physics/ 
Psychology Building. For more 
information, call 681-0367. 
October 17, 1996 
9:00 am - 1:00 pm 
Russell Union Ballroom 
fii&iSliiii. 
Career Information o Networking o Job & Internship Information 
 o:GOCG3->3  
«^Last year over 55 employers and over 600 students participated in this event.■» 
Come join us! 
For more information contact Career Services at 681-5197 
* Suits, Dresses, or Dress Pants are Required 
Congress agrees to increase student 
finanical aid programs next year 
By Lewis Kamb 
Knight-Riddei/Tribune News Service 
WASHINGTON—More col- 
lege students should have an 
easier time paying for their edu- 
cation next school year. 
In the fiscal 1997 budget 
adopted last week, Congress 
agreed to increase student 
financialassistance programs by 
more than $1.3 billion from last 
year to $7.56 billion. This is 
enough money to assist 8.2 mil- 
lion students, or about 900,000 
more than in the current school 
year. 
College officials and higher 
education activists said students 
could thank election-year poli- 
tics to the change of heart in 
Congress, which tried six months 
ago to cut college aid programs. 
"We think this budget is a 
substantial step in the right di- 
rection," said Edward Elmendorf, 
vice president of government re- 
lations for the American Asso- 
ciation of State Colleges and Uni- 
versities, echoing others. 
Nearly all major student aid 
programs received additional 
funding in the new budget. 
Funding for the Pell Grant 
program that provides assistance 
to about 3.8 million lowincome 
students was increased by nearly 
$1 billion, a funding boost that 
will increase the maximum grant 
per student by $230 to $2,700, 
the highest level ever for this 
program. 
The new budget adds $64.7 
million to the Perkins Loan pro- 
gram, a low-interest loan pro- 
gram for the neediest college stu- 
dents. The $158 million program 
had been cut by about the same 
amount in the fiscal 1996, which 
ended Sept. 30. 
The budget increases the fed- 
eral work study program by $213 
million, increasing total funding 
to $830 million. 
The State Student Incentive 
Grant program, a matching- 
grant program designed to en- 
courage states to pay for finan- 
cial aid, was given $18.6 million 
more for student aid in the com- 
ing year. 
That didn't fully offset last 
year's reduction, which cut the 
program nearly in half, to $31.3 
million. 
In a related action, the Re- 
publican-controlled Congress 
also yielded to President Clinton 
"WE HAVE A LOT 
MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR STUDENTS." 
— JEFF ANDRADE, 
DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION 
on his controversial direct stu- 
dent-loan program. 
Congress approved a $55 
million increase in administra- 
tive costs, thus avoiding cuts in 
other student aid programs to 
support the .$13 billion loan pro- 
gram for 1997-98. 
Under the direct-loan pro- 
gram, students can borrow di- 
rectly from their college or uni- 
versity. 
Students will be able to avoid 
dealing with a secondary lend- 
ing agency. 
The program, which ac- 
counted for more than 39 per- 
cent, or about $11 billion, of all 
college loans for the 199697 
school year, was targeted for a 
$16 million funding cut earlier 
this year by the House Appro- 
priations Committee. 
"We have a lot more opportu- 
nities for students," said Jeff 
Andrade, an official in the bud- 
get office of the Department of 
Education. 
"It doesn't get us near where 
we probably'ought to be." 
Andrade said that it will make 
up a lot of lost ground. 
The increase in Pell Grant 
funding was hailed by Elmendorf 
and others as the major budget 
victory in the battle to increase 
student aid. 
The $230 individual grant in- 
creases may seem small. 
But for individual students 
like 30year-old Jean Bond, a " 
mother of two attending the 
University of Oregon; the in- 
creased aid will at least allow 
her to keep up with rising higher 
education costs. 
"It will help make up for raises 
in tuition," said Bond, who is , 
working toward a journalism 
degree. 
Tuition charges for in-state 
residents at Oregon jumped from 
$3,381 last year to $3,540 for the • 
1996-97 school year. 
Liz Hermsen, a political sci- ' 
ence major at Penn State Uni- 
versity, was just as excited over 
the increased funding for college 
work study, the program that 
provides students with employ- 
ment opportunities while in col- 
lege. 
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Books Plus.... 
For your 
back-to-school 
supplies, decorating 
accessories and 
much more ! 
¥ 
Located in the 
University Union 
P.O. Box 8003 
681-0450 
M-F 
Sat 
Store Hours: 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
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Lewis Massey opens an 
amendment answer line 
By Laura Owens 
Staff Writer 
Georgia voters now have a new 
resource to assist them in mak- 
ing well-informed decisions when 
they enter the voting booth. 
Secretary of State Lewis 
Massey has set up a toll-free 
answer line to respond to ques- 
tions concerning the issues that 
will be on the November ballot. 
The idea for a toll-free line 
was started by Massey in re- 
sponse to public demand. 
Massey's office frequently re- 
ceived calls from Georgia citi- 
zens requesting copies of state 
amendments and information on 
the new referendum questions, 
which were not highly publicized. 
While most states opt to print 
out a voter's guide, an answer 
line is the most cost-efficient way 
to get information to the voters, 
due to its low maintenance, ac- 
cording to Massey. 
The toll-free line, which is 
funded by the State of Georgia, 
has been in operation since Sept. 
18 of this year. 
Georgians can call the toll- 
free Answer Line at 1-888-265- 
1115. Callers will receive auto- 
mated information on any of this 
year's five amendments and two 
referendum questions. 
The amendments include a 
provision to repeal the intangible 
tax, the authorization of a one 
percent sales tax to benefit cer- 
tain education projects and an 
initiative to create enterprise 
zones in Georgia. 
The referendum questions in- 
volve ad valorem tax exemptions 
for fraternal and religious orga- 
nizations. 
"Because these issues have not 
been widely publicized, I believe 
the toll-free answer line will be a 
popular service for every citizen 
who wants to cast an informed 
vote this November," Massey 
said. 
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UC to lose affirmative 
action on its applications 
By Sarah Lubma and Laura 
Kurtzman 
Knight-Ridder/Tribune Information 
Services 
SAN JOSE, Calif— If voters 
pass Proposition 209 on Nov. 5, 
UC campuses will have to drop 
*race from their admissions poli- 
cies immediately —not in 1998, 
as administrators have been 
planning. 
"If 209 passes, what we'd do 
the next day is begin to imple- 
ment our current admissions 
policy without consideration of 
race and gender," said UC 
'spokesman Terry Lightfoot. 
Proposition 209, also known as 
the California Civil Rights Ini- 
i tiative, would ban race- and gen- 
der-based preferences in public 
jobs, contracts and university ad- 
missions. 
i     The uncertainty is making it 
difficult for students who apply 
to UC, said Jocelyn Vosburgh, 
jWho runs the career center at 
Leland High School. 
"It's crazy," she said. "It's like 
1 changing in midstream." 
Although UC has yet to take 
an official position on the effect 
, of 209, ballot initiatives become 
"law as soon as they are passed, 
unless they contain language to 
the contrary, according to a 
t spokeswoman for the Secretary 
of State's office. 
In 1995, UC regents decided 
' in a bitterly-contested vote to 
drop affirmative action in ad- 
missions and hiring. 
They agreed to put off imple- 
'menting the new policy until 
1998. 
,     The regents'  1998 deadline 
' "allowed the university time, but 
209 does not," said Regent Ward 
Connerly, who also heads the 
' ballot drive against affirmative 
action. 
"It's sudden death." 
• There's a possible hitch: if 
* Proposition 209 is challenged in 
court and a judge decides to post- 
I 
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<]N        Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are being 
"M   made from recycled materials. But to keep recycling working 
H      to help protect the Earth, you need to buy those products. 
To receive a free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF. 
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Public Safety Committee 
denies beer licenses 
Check out the George-Anne WEB 
page at http://www.stp.gasou.edu 
By Farrah Senn 
Staff Writer 
Several local businesses have 
had trouble renewing their beer 
and wine licenses this year be- 
cause of discrepancies in back- 
ground checks of the owners. 
Blind Willie's, Winn Dixie, The 
Mellow Mushroom, Fast' N Easy, 
Amaco Food Mart #7, The A&R 
Store and Pizza Inn were all 
initially denied renewal, but have 
since reapplied and have been 
approved. 
The Woodin Nickel and Leg- 
ends were also initially denied 
renewal, but reapplied and were 
renewed Tuesday. 
Zaxby's did not reapply. 
Businesses are required to 
renew their beer and wine li- 
cense annually. After applying 
for renewal, a criminal back- 
ground check is done on the 
owner. 
The Public Safety Committee 
then meets to discuss the re- 
newal and recommend to either 
approve or deny the renewal. If 
anything is found in the back- 
ground investigation, renewal is 
denied. 
"Several businesses were 
caught in a sting operation last 
year selling to underage minors, 
but because the cases were still 
pending at the time of renewal, 
they were approved," said Judy 
McCorkle, city clerk. 
When the background checks 
were done this year, the busi- 
nesses that were found guilty 
were denied renewal, and only 
after reapplying in a different 
name were then approved, 
McCorkle said. 
lOutdooR 
Statesboro 's 
One Stop Shop 
For Hunting 
& Fishing 
Equipment! 
154 Northside Drive E 
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pone the law, UC could continue 
its current affirmative action 
policies. But the university would 
still face the 1998 deadline to 
drop race- and gender-based af- 
firmative action, Lightfoot said. 
"Some families may think it 
improved their kid's chances, and 
others may think they have less 
of a chance," he said. 
In new reports released Tues- 
day, UC Berkeley and UCLAboth 
calculated that the numbers of 
African-American, Hispanic, and 
Native American freshmen 
would drop by as much as 70 
percent once Proposition 209 or 
the regents' policy takes effect. 
Based on 1996 applications, 
for example, UC Berkeley esti- 
mated that the number of black 
freshmen would drop fr.om 252 
to as few as 96 under the new 
policy. 
Hispanic students would de- 
cline to as few as 233, down from 
570. 
When UC regents voted to end 
affirmative action in admissions, 
contracting and hiring in July of 
1995, the policy they passed said 
race could no longer be a factor in 
admissions decisions after Jan. 
1, 1997. 
UC admissions officials com- 
plained they needed more time 
and UC President Richard 
Atkinson decided the regents' 
anti-affirmative action policy 
was so vaguely worded that he 
could delay it for a year. 
The decision provoked a furi- 
ous response from Gov. Pete 
Wilson and Connerly, who spon- 
sored the anti-affirmative action 
drive. 
But after writing an apology 
to Wilson, Atkinson prevailed. 
The regents agreed to continue 
using race in admissions deci- 
sions for another year, meaning 
that this year's high school se- 
niors would be subject to affir- 
mative action. 
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Our Opinion 
New payroll system may cause 
more problems than it solves 
The administrators had good intentions when they 
decided to have student payroll checks delivered to 
individual P.O. boxes, but they failed to take the students' 
feelings on the subject into consideration. 
Many GSU students have jobs with the university 
which consume much of their time. Before, students 
could simply walk into work on Friday and pick up their 
checks before beginning work. 
Now, students will have to make a trek to the Landrum 
Center to pick up their checks. 
Granted, the Landrum Center is easily accessible 
while on campus, but students who work and carry 
heavy class loads won't necessarily be able to make the 
time to check their boxes regularly. 
Also, some students leave Statesboro to go home on the 
weekends, often leaving after an early morning class. 
These students may not have time to make a trip to their 
post office boxes. 
Who even says that the checks will be in our boxes? 
Many students depend on these paychecks to pay the 
bills, yet there has been no guarantee made that these 
checks will be in our boxes when we go there on Fridays. 
The possibility that our check will be mysteriously lost 
by the post office is a very likely possibility. No one has 
addressed the issue of what a student ought to do should 
his or her paycheck be lost in the mail. 
Will the university write the student another check? 
Or will GSU turn its back on the student and say better 
luck next time? 
The guarantee that our bosses would personally hand 
us our checks was a reassuring thought. 
GSU's intentions were good. Yes, GSU is trying to 
make the system more secure and efficient. 
But why establish a system which requires students to 
take more time out of their already busy schedules? We, 
as GSU students, are loaded down as it is. 
There is no sense in changing a system that has 
worked for years. 
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Backtalk 
Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The George- 
Anne about whatever floats your boat. It's a quick, easy 
way to write a mini-letter to the editor. Fill out this form 
and send it to P.O. Box 8001, or drop it by The George- 
Anne office at Williams Center room 223. 
Name: LB. Phone: 
Your words of wisdom: 
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Beware of extreme environmentalists 
From t-shirts to bumper stick- 
ers on gas guzzling automobiles, 
we see the cries of environmen- 
tal and wildlife issues. From 
"Save the whales" to "Save the 
grizzlies," issues are thrown into 
the public eye. 
Usually these issues, impor- 
tant though they are, are 
crammed into quick phrases and 
catchy advertisements. This pro- 
paganda is easily winning sym- 
pathy for these issues. But most 
of these "save the whatever" cam- 
paigns don't provide the real facts 
about the situations involved. 
When you send in a dollar, 
small change or even a signature 
on a petition, it probably doesn't 
go anywhere near the endan- 
gered animal or that old growth 
forest. It probably goes to Wash- 
ington, D.C., where it is spent on 
lawyers in court or in extreme 
lobbying techniques in our fed- 
eral, state and local governments. 
First of all, don't get me wrong. 
I am very concerned about the 
environment that we inhabit and 
the ecosystem that comes along 
with it. Don't forget that we are 
part of that same system. But 
with a lot of these hot issues, 
distorted facts float around, in- 
fluencing people to contribute 
funds to these misinforming or- 
ganizations or campaigns. 
Such organizations as the Si- 
erra Club, People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals, and other 
small campaigns allot most of 
their budgets to lobbying and 
CHANCE FULK 
COLUMNIST 
court battles, instead of direct 
involvement in solving these 
battles. Other issues with which 
you might not agree may be 
fought and financed with that 
contribution of yours. 
As long as we are using these 
resources, we must manage and 
conserve the places from which 
they come, instead of locking 
them up forever. 
First of all. scientists of all 
FIRST OF ALL, LET'S TAKE THE TOILET PAPER I HOPE 
YOU USE, THE GOLD NECKLACE YOU ARE WEARING 
AND THE GAS IN YOUR CAR. IT MUST ALL HAVE 
COME FROM SOMEWHERE. 
Lobbying funded by these con- 
tributions, which are ignited by 
simple propaganda techniques, 
has locked up a lot of federal land 
from mining, logging and even 
hunting in some cases. Please 
also consider that a lot of good 
has been done, but investigate 
what is being done with your 
hard-earned money. 
Let's get back to the locked 
federal land issue, where mainly 
logging, mining, and hunting 
bans have been established by 
lobbying techniques with your 
money. First of all, let's take the 
toilet paper I hope you use, the 
gold necklace you are wearing 
and the gas in your car. It must 
all have come from somewhere. 
sorts are discovering better tech- 
niques of reproducing, obtaining 
and disposing of these resources 
we use everyday. Through dis- 
torted propaganda, some orga- 
nizations have stopped logging 
in certain areas of National For- 
est, where logging is totally safe 
and actually reduces the chance 
of fire. I know that logged areas 
aren't that aesthetically beauti- 
ful, but think about all the wood- 
bearing products you use and 
dispose of everyday. It must come 
from somewhere. 
I believe in preservation of 
some parts of our environment, 
such as National Parks and Na- 
tional Forest Service wilderness 
areas, but not 100 percent of our 
National Forest. These organi- 
zations have locked up many 
lands which could provide natu- 
ral resources that would be man- 
aged and conserved scientifically. 
There is enough federal land for 
conservation as well as preser- 
vation. 
You should always check out 
the facts before engaging in con- 
tributions or rallying for certain 
issues. Extreme environmental- 
ists usually exaggerate their 
facts and distort them to receive 
your sympathy or, really, your 
donation. I am not saying that 
environmentalists are bad. I am 
an environmentalist. I conserve. 
Just beware of those extreme 
environmentalists. 
Many "save the whatever" is- 
sues are legit, but many of those 
organizations are fishy. Investi- 
gate and find out for yourself. 
Ducks Unlimited, for example, 
does not rely heavily on lobbying 
and court procedures. Their 
funds go right to a solution for 
the problem. Of Ducks 
Unlimited's budget, 76 percent 
goes to direct habitat restoration 
projects, providing $78,000,000 
in projects in South Carolina 
alone. The Nature Conservancy 
operates in nearly the same man- 
ner as do several other organiza- 
tions. 
So all in all, just be investiga- 
tive if you want to support envi- 
ronmental or wildlife improve- 
ment campaigns. The best thing 
to do is to start conserving today. 
Stamping out lying, restoring honesty in our society 
There are many liars in our 
world, country, state and yes, 
even here at GSU. Liars are walk- 
ing all around us. From the chair- 
persons of large corporations to 
the people we elect as govern- 
ment officials, liars are rapidly 
spreading throughout our neigh- 
borhoods and into our own back- 
yards. 
Who are these people and how 
can we stop them? We must first 
identify wh<a they are. Being the 
imperfect humans that we are, 
most of us can admit that we 
have lied at some point in our 
lives. Some people are blatant 
liars. They do not see anything 
wrong with telling a lie and make 
no apologies for doing so. Others 
are a tad bit more devious and 
choose to try to appear honest 
while keeping their true identi- 
ties behind closed doors. 
There are several types of li- 
ars that we must be made aware 
of. The "undercover liar" may 
seem quite normal. This person 
may be your boyfriend or girl- 
friend, confidante or your oldest 
and dearest frie ' "1 
These people can get close to 
you and use this "friendship" to 
abuse your trust. It may take 
time to expose this person but 
thankfully, the telltale signs are 
inevitable — squirming, failure 
to make eye contact, inability to 
recall past events. All of these 
actions mark a true "undercover 
liar." 
The "accidental liar" is the one 
who says "I'll call you back," "I'll 
be right back," or the ever-so- 
popular "I've got your back," but 
he or she never seems to do any-, 
thing. Often this person may ini- 
tially have good intentions but 
somehow always exits in mid- 
flight, leaving you to land with-, 
out a copilot. These people are 
not bad. They just "accidentally" 
do things that they know are not 
good. 
Why do we lie? When asked 
this question, several students 
cited convenience, excitement 
and peer pressure as their main 
reasons. It is probably easier to 
tell a lie and save face than to tell 
4.t,„ <-,-,,tVi and face trip conse- 
quences, but does it not all come 
out in the end? When we were 
young and our parents asked us 
if we'd done our homework, it 
was convenient to say "yes" and 
stay up later, but did we not get 
a bad grade the next day? 
Excitement is what most of us 
want in our lives. Some people 
believe that lying is the way to 
get it. One of my male class- 
mates believes that his conver- 
sations are only interesting when 
he "spices" them up with a dash 
of untruth. I found this attitude 
to be equally prevalent among 
some of my female classmates. 
Enlightening conversation 
requires intelligence and sophis- 
tication at the very least. Cer- 
tainly we can use our brain 
power, creativity, active imagi- 
nations and life experiences to 
find other ways to make the 
things that we say "spicy." 
Some people lie to fit in. They 
figure that since everyone else is 
doing it they might as well. It is 
obvious that doing what every- 
one else is doing can be unwise 
and sometimes dangerous. 
This "lying for the fun of it" 
demonstrates a disregard for the 
feelings of others, and of course, 
there is the age-old question: if 
everyone jumps, should you? 
The question is how do we 
begin to curb this thing called 
lying? First, we need to stop, 
look, and listen to what we say 
and why we say it. Keeping a 
journal of any lies that we tell 
may make us surprisingly aware 
of the things we say. 
Secondly, we must not be 
afraid to confront lying when we 
hear it. It may be unpopular and 
cause controversy, but worth- 
while things usually do. 
Thirdly, we should distance 
ourselves from the person who is 
lying. I am not saying that you 
should drop your friend the next 
time something bad happens. We 
all make mistakes, and we learn 
from them. 
But when is a mistake no 
longer just a mistake? Perhaps 
when it becomes habitual? 
The majority of us know that 
lying is wrong. Whether we lie 
for fun, boredom, convenience or 
to be popular, the end result is 
still the same. 
We should begin with our- 
selves first and then take a look 
at those people who are closest to 
us. It is only when we begin to 
help our friends tell the truth 
that we can start to rid ourselves 
of these things called lies. 
So the next time someone asks 
you a question, take a minute 
and think before you answer. You 
may be shocked by what you say. 
George-Anne 
College student killed by lightning 
By Ken Kaye 
Knight-Ridder/Tribune Information 
Services 
DAVIE, Fla.—Before walking 
out the door for a math class at 
Broward Community College on 
Oct. 3, Joe Pratt stopped in the 
den to watch a movie, Made in 
Heaven, with his mother. 
It's the story of a 19-year-old 
who dies, goes to heaven and 
falls in love. 
About an hour later, Pratt, 19, 
was killed. 
"When he left, he kept trying 
to say goodbye," his mother, Terri 
Pratt, said on Friday. 
"He kept coming back in the 
house two or three times to say 
goodbye. He would do that." Joe 
Pratt drove to BCC, parked his 
maroon Pontiac Firebird and was 
heading inside a building at 5:55 
p.m. when the bolt struck. He 
was pronounced dead on the spot. 
After Terri Pratt finished 
watching the movie at the 
family's home in the Ivanhoe 
section of Davie, she switched on 
the television news and saw an 
urgent flash. 
She saw the body of an uni- 
dentified person and a book bag. 
"I saw that book bag and I 
knew it was his," she said. "I ran 
upstairs to see if his book bag 
was in his bedroom. It wasn't." 
She then sent her husband, 
David, to'the college to confirm 
that her son had died. 
Joe Pratt's last goodbye was 
only one of the ironies surround- 
ing his premature death. 
His older brother, Aaron, was 
'Why'? Joe and his brother, they 
were close. They always did ev- 
erything together. 
The Pratts, who have a daugh- 
ter, Angela, 26, and a grandson, 
Justin, 8, recalled Joe as a quiet, 
calm young man who hadn't quite 
decided what to do for a career. 
He dropped out of Western 
"I SAW THAT BOOK BAG AND I KNEW IT WAS HIS. I 
RAN UPSTAIRS TO SEE IF HIS BOOKBAG WAS IN HIS 
BEDROOM. IT WASN'T." 
— TERRI PRATT, 
STUDENT'S MOTHER 
killed three years ago at age 18 
in a car accident on Interstate 
595. 
Just before that tragedy, the 
Pratts took a family trip. 
Three years later, the Pratts, 
notably Joe, finally were able to 
put Aaron's death behind them. 
They took a family trip to 
Disney World just last weekend, 
David Pratt said. 
"Then, a few days later, Joe's 
gone too," he said. 
"Naturally,   you   wonder, 
High School in 11th grade, then 
earned a general equivalency 
diploma. 
He enrolled in a pre-engineer- 
ing curriculum at BCC because 
"he decided he wasn't going any- 
where without an education," his 
father said. 
In addition to school, Joe Pratt 
worked 30 hours a week at a 
nearby Eckerd photo lab, mowed 
neighbors' lawns and loved jam- 
ming on his guitar with friends. 
"He was a good kid, stayed out 
of trouble," David Pratt said. 
On Friday, several of Joe 
Pratt's friends came to his home 
to console the family and to 
grieve. They were stunned to 
learn of his abrupt death. 
"How often do you hear about 
someone being hit by lightning?" 
said Brook Fazzolari, a close 
friend. "We just saw him, and all 
of the sudden he's gone." 
"He was always smiling, and 
whenever he smiled, everything 
was right there," said Wrayann 
Bryant, another friend. 
On the afternoon of Oct. 4, 
friends and family visited the 
spot where Joe Pratt died on the 
BCC campus. 
They stood in a steady rain 
and placed flowers, wreaths, bal- 
loons and a small cross saying, 
"Remember Joe," on the ground. 
Pratt's body will be taken back 
to Gladwin, Mich., the family's 
former home, to be buried. 
A memorial service may be 
held as early as Monday at Hall's 
Funeral Home in Gladwin. 
Terri Pratt said her son 
worked hard and went to school 
five days a week "to make us 
proud. He wanted to be a star 
someday. Maybe he'll make mu- 
sic in heaven." 
The Knight Chair 
endowments awarded 
The Associated Press 
The University of Missouri 
and Washington and Lee Uni- 
versity in Virginia have been 
awarded 1996 Knight Chairs in 
Journalism by the John S. and 
James L. Knight Foundation. 
The honors come with $1.5 
million endowments for each 
school. The University of Mis- 
souri will use its money to create 
a Knight Chair in editing and to 
establish a national Knight Cen- 
ter for Editing Excellence. A pro- 
gram from the state of Missouri 
that matches such grants will 
boost the university's endow- 
ment to $3 million. 
Washington and Lee Univer- 
sity will use its endowment to 
establish a Knight Chair with an 
emphasis on ethics. 
Knight chairholders conduct 
research, develop new courses 
and serve as resources to stu- 
dents, faculty and the journal- 
ism industry, foundation officials 
said. 
The George-Anne is looking for 
talented writers interested in 
covering news, features or 
sports. No experinece is 
needed. Simply come by our 
office on the second floor of the 
Williams Center or call us at 
681-5246. 
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Teen indicted on bomb 
threat charge in Florida 
United Press International 
TAMPA, Fla.—A 19-year-old 
University of South Florida his- 
tory student was being held in 
the Hillsborough County Jail 
Wednesday, charged with threat- 
ening to bomb a campus building 
and kill a female professor. 
The threats, made in a letter 
mailed to the university's stu- 
dent newspaper in March, 
heightened fears of domestic ter- 
rorism and led administrators to 
virtually shut down the univer- 
sity April 29 the day the letter 
indicated the threats would be 
carried out. 
FBI agents identified the sus- 
pect as Damian Conrad Hospi- 
tal, who has pleaded innocent to 
two counts of mailing threaten- 
ing communications. After he 
was assigned public defender 
Tony Martinez, he was ordered 
held in lieu of $50,000 bail. 
Hospital's arrest followed a 
six-month federal investigation 
that began in March when the 
Oracle newspaper received a one- 
page, typewritten letter from a 
person claiming to have links 
with fundamentalist Islamic 
groups such as Hamas and the 
Jihad. 
"One USF administration 
building will be bombed. One 
white female professor will be| 
killed in a public place near the| 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
And one fake detonator will} 
be left in a crowded area of meet- 
ing to cause panic and disarray,"| 
the letter said. 
Law enforcement officials tookl 
the threat seriously, since thel 
letter was received only a few| 
months after a USF adjunct pro- 
fessor abruptly resigned his po-l 
sition and left the country to leadl 
a Middle East terrorist group.l 
When April 29 passed with nol 
campus disruptions, the FBl| 
turned its attention toward Hos- 
pital, who had been implicated! 
in the threat by high school 
friends attending other univer-[ 
sities. 
If convicted, Hospital wouldl 
face a maximum of five years in| 
prison and a $250,000 fine. 
USF is the 18th largest uni-l 
versity in the country. It is alsol 
the second largest in the south-[ 
east with a total enrollment of] 
37,000. 
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It's About Time! Time Cards are being 
mailed to Campus Post Office Boxes 
Advisement and registration for Winter Quarter 1997 is about to begin. Early registration for Winter Quarter 1997, will be October 28 through 
November 22. Advisement Centers and Academic Departments have mailed information about advisement for Winter Quarter 1997 to students' 
Campus Post Office Boxes this week. This information tells students how, when, and where to sign up for advisement. Students must be advised 
before registering. 
Registration appointments are issued by Time Cards. Students can be registered at the registration appointment time or anytime thereafter during 
the scheduled registration period. Students should not miss class just to register at the scheduled registration appointment time. 
In the new Banner Student System, Time Cards will take on a new look. Look for 3 x 5 PINK cards that will be arriving in student's campus post 
office boxes next week. As usual, the Time Card will be required 
for admission to register for classes so please hold on to it. 
WINTER QUARTER 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
WILL BE AVAILABLE NEXT WEEK 
IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
AND IN THE 
ADVISEMENT CENTERS. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT FOR WINTER QUARTER 1997 
ID:       999999999 
NAME:DOE, JOHN JASON 
P. O. BOX 99999 
REGISTER AFTER 830 AM ON 10/28/96 
Illustration of New Time Card 
George-Anie Entertainment 
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ft  It Taking 
Care of 
Business 
By 
MelanieJ. Weinberg 
On Campus 
Tonight 
• Faculty Showcase Recital 
wil be held in the Foy Fine 
Arts Building at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 12 
• CLEC wil present Leo 
Kotke in the Union Balroom 
at 8 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 13 
• The Junior Recital featur- 
ing Jennifer Rivers on piano 
wil be held in the Foy Fine 
Arts Building at 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, Oct. 15 
• Cinema Arts wil present 
"Jesus of Montreal," at 7 p.m. 
in the Union Theater. 
Of Campus 
Tonight 
•Blind Wilie's: Rosco 
•Boomers: Live Jazz, $.75 
Miler and Coors draft and $1 
Miler long necks. 
•Legends: Dance party 
with Trip West, $.50 Miler 
cans from 8-10:30 p.m. 
•Woodin Nikel: Kermit 
and Bob, $1 long necks. 
•Melow Mushroom: Tau- 
rus Wabo, $3 pitchers and $1 
long necks. 
•Bru Ha-Ha: Phump and 
ATMA 
Friday, Oct. 11 
• Blind Willie's: The 
Clandestines 
•Boomers: The Drunks, 
same specials as Thursday. 
•WoodinNikel: $.25 Wings 
Saturday, Oct. 12 
•Boomers: Karoke, $.50 
Miler and Coors draft, $1 long 
necks. 
•Legends: Drivin 'n' Cryin 
•Mellow Mushroom: 
Wasted Daze 
Monday, Oct. 14 
•Blind Wilie's: Free Pool. 
•Woodin Nikel: Monday 
night footbal. 
•Tuesday, Oct. 15 
Legends: Disco Hel. 
Leo Kottke, 12-string guitarist, brings his tunes to GSU 
By Jake Halman 
Staf Writer 
Leo Kotke wil perform Sat- 
urday, Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. in the 
Union Balroom. 
Leo Kotke's been around. He 
was born in Athens, Ga., and 
discovered his guitar caling in 
the Haggard-fabled town of 
Muskogee, Okla. 
Performing as a trombonist, 
the smel of sausages cooking 
offstage convinced him "that 
there must be something beter 
than the trombone." 
He is now part of Guitar Player 
Magazine's Hal of Fame and has 
been making albums since 1969. 
When asked about branching 
out to a "colege crowd," instead 
of performing for his original 
1960s audience, Kotke said that 
there was no planned marketing 
strategy, a la the Eagles or Rol- 
ing Stones. 
"My audience is spread over 
the map," he said. "Marketing is 
pointless because my music 
doesn't fit in anywhere." 
Kotke's fans would disagree. 
Though by his own admission, 
he doesn't know exactly what to 
cal his music. 
His albums can be found in 
practicaly any bin at record 
stores. His music has more har- 
Kotke's music has also begun 
to take its place in what he 
termed "the sound stream." 
"People hear my albums and 
mony and rhythm than tradi- 
tional folk, and has.frequent vis- 
its to both jazz and classical 
neighborhoods. 
they are passed around," Kotke 
said. 
His compositions are included 
in the courses of guitar studies at 
the Wisconsin Conservatory of 
Music. 
Kotke said that being in- 
cluded in the same category as 
the old masters is like being con- 
nected to the past and present. 
"It connects me to a litle bit of 
history and the future," he said. 
"You find out you are in the same 
stream as al the music that you 
love." 
A major ingredient in Kotke's 
stage presentation, one that may 
not appear on his records, is the 
ability to crack the audience up. 
He is hilarious, a surprising 
blend of brains and dumb luck. 
Kotke says that he has no 
plan and no idea of what he 
should be doing. 
The listener might think that 
Kotke has "lost it," only to find 
that he's known where "it" was 
al along. 
Kotke's philosophy on col- 
laboration? "The more the mer- 
rier." 
He has performed with tons of 
major artists, including Big Head 
Todd and the Monsters, Joe Pass, 
Rickie Lee Jones, Lyle Lovet 
and the Violent Femmes. 
"I realy have no favorites," he 
said. "It's more of an honor, a 
kind of friendship to play with 
these people." 
Kotke's current favorite on 
the music scene is pianist Bil 
Evans, whom he described as 
"one of the great players of this 
century," a class that many ar- 
gue Kotke belongs in as wel. 
Kotke has now released 21 
recordings. He currently records 
for the Private Music label and is 
on a tour of the United States, 
Australia and Europe. 
Doors for the performance 
open at 7 p.m. and students may 
receive one free ticket per GSU 
ID at the Union information desk. 
General admission tickets are 
$7 for adults and $5 for children 
and senior citizens and can be 
purchased at the Ticket Office 
(681-0123) or at the box ofice 
prior to the performance. 
GSU faculty art exhibit opens this weekend 
I2S3ES32S3 68i~™i$S Clipper  Cuts  
I Willn   Coupon  E?7Cp»l i-«»£t  10-30-96 ■This Month's Special 
'Wood's Barber Shop 
'_Be.tv£eeji j3Qpij}ej:s_&_M£l£w_Mjis}iIPQin_ 
G-A Staf Reports 
Tomorrow marks  the  date 
when GSU's 
art  depart- 
ment   wil 
open up its 
annual fac- 
ulty exhibi-   *f| 
tion in Gal-    s 
lery 303  in 
the Foy Fine    i 
Arts  Build- 
ing. 
The opening reception wil be 
held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and a 
variety of art forms wil be dis- 
played. The exhibit continues 
through Nov. 1. 
On opening night, viewers can 
enjoy the photography of profes- 
sor Jessica Hines. 
She wil display a series of 
photographs taken at various 
historic sites in Israel. 
The photos, which are black 
and white, have been hand col- 
ored to give them a more "dreamy 
state." 
Hines captures a state of sur- 
realism by combining soft color 
tones with individual images. 
and by using three dimensional 
qualities, 
Hines ema- 
nates a "su- 
pernatural" 
feeling. 
Iris 
Sandkuhler, 
a professor 
of three-di- 
mensional 
art who has worked with famous 
artists such as Christo and Dale 
Chihuly, wil have a display of 
three mixed-medium sculptures 
as wel as a handmade necklace. 
Sandkuhler's sculptures are 
reliquaries which are made of 
found objects with animal like 
characteristics. She also reveals 
the art of fusing, a ■process in 
which silver is heated, to con- 
struct her necklace. 
This year's exhibit wil also 
feature paintings and sculptures 
from numerous art professors, 
and an instalation piece by art 
historian Julie McGuire wil also 
be included. 
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Coleges 
Nominations for students to be names to 
Who's Who are needed by Thursday, Octo- 
ber 31, 1996. 
Any member of the faculty, staf or 
students body may nominate students for. 
Who's Who. In fact, we depend upon you to 
make us aware of worthy students. We have 
been given a short time to complete the 
entire selection process and we ask you 
help in meeting this nomination deadline. 
Selection wil be made on the basis of 
the folowing criteria: Cumulative Grade 
Point Average of 2.80; campus and/or 
community leadership and service; 
achievement in area of study; and junior of 
senior status. 
Please mail your nomination forms to 
Cecil Perkins, Ofice of the Registrar, P.O. 
Box 8092. Make copies of this form as 
waranted. 
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Coleges Nomination Form 
Name of Nominee 
Social Security Number 
P.O. Box or Local Address 
Name and P.O. Box of Nominator 
Please Type or Print 
Caled home lately? 
Save up to 44% 
Savings based on a 3-min. AT&T operator-dialed interstate cal. 
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Ella Speed got 'down-and-dirty' The Dean of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences' performance was'captivating' 
By Jake Hallman 
Staff Writer 
Ella Speed might end up tour- 
ing Nepal. 
They also happen to be one of 
the better musical diversions in 
the 'Boro. 
At last Thursday night's 
Woodin Nikel show, the group 
served up a generous portion of 
classic roadhouse blues and rock 
numbers. 
Ella Speed's blues style cer- 
tainly seems authentic. These 
guys can play down-and-dirty 
music, exemplified by their slick 
and sleazy rendition of the clas- 
sic "Red House" and their origi- 
nal "Don't Drink the Water." 
Kent Dowling's vocals are a 
window into the blues and he 
coaxes riffs out of his guitar al- 
most as if it were an extension to 
his body. 
Clint Jordan's style is a study 
in contrast. 
By his own admission, he 
"beats the dogs—t" out of his ax, 
yet the results are astounding. 
Ella speed has two lead guitar- 
ists who never step on each oth- 
ers' toes. 
Tim Cloud clearly enjoys his 
job. 
In addition to being a capable 
bassist, he had a look of pure 
ecstacy on his face throughout 
the show. 
Buck Bradshaw is the epitome 
of detached cool onstage, belting 
out the occasional number and 
hammering his keyboard one- 
They can crank out a killer 
version of "Statesboro Blues" on 
the fly, and last Thursday, they 
managed to make "Down with 
Disease" into a 15-minute groove 
that got the audience dancing 
and kept them moving until the 
show ended. 
Aside from actually being the 
Dead's heir-apparent band, 
they're the next best thing to 
Phish themselves. 
No slow, sappy numbers for 
these guys. 
THE BEST DESCRIPTION FOR ELLA 
SPEED'S PERFORMANCE STYLE IS, WELL, 
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS MEET PHISH 
handed with piano licks that 
would make anyone's mother 
proud. 
Ken Durden rounds out the 
ensemble with a drumming that 
makes a point without being 
showy. 
The best description for Ella 
Speed's performance style is, 
well, The Allman Brothers meet 
Phish. 
They aim to show the paying 
customers some really southern- 
inflected music, and they do the 
job nicely. 
Catch Ella Speed whenever 
you can. They give quite a show. 
They have a demo out and 
warned the audience of a "forth- 
coming eight-track." 
And Nepal? Bradshaw men- 
tioned a Buddhist monastery gig. 
Roosevelt Newson, Dean of the College 
Liberal Arts and Social Sciences 
By Patrick Doyle 
Staff Writer 
Roosevelt Newson, dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts and So- 
cial Sciences, recently gave a pi- 
ano performance in the recital 
hall of the Foy Fine Arts Build- 
ing. 
Accompanying 
Newson was 
Dean Miles of Sa- 
vannah. 
Miles, a native 
of Metter and a 
graduate of GSU, 
studied with 
Newson under 
the same piano 
teacher at the 
Peabody Conser- 
vatory in Balti- 
more. 
These two 
have performed 
together on sev- 
eral different oc- 
casions, and it 
was apparent 
that they enjoy 
doing so. 
Newson and 
Miles performed 
three pieces. 
The first two 
pieces, Fugue in 
C Minor for Two 
Pianos  and So- 
nata in C Major 
for four hands on 
one piano, were both composed 
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791). 
These works were performed 
perfectly, but unfortunately they 
lacked in emotional flair and in- 
terpretation. 
At times, the audience's at- 
tention wavered, and they also 
demonstrated a bit of restless- 
ness. Especially uninteresting 
was the second work, which 
seemed to be a repetitious tech- 
nical exercise. 
The third piece, Concerto No. 
1 in B-Flat Minor for Piano and 
Orchestra by Peter I. 
Tchaikovsky, made up for any- 
thing the previous works lacked. 
Newson performed this work 
as a preparatory warm-up to his 
performance with the Dekalb 
Symphony Orchestra this week. 
However, on this occasion, 
Miles represented the orchestral 
accompaniment through piano. 
The piece had a few minor 
flaws that only those familiar 
with it could detect. 
Newson and Miles played full 
of drive and vigor giving the im- 
pression that they enjoyed what 
they were doing, rather than 
going through the motions. 
This work was obviously diffi- 
cult and challenging, but the 
performers made it seem almost 
effortless. 
Also, the audience was capti- 
vated by the recital. 
This recital was enjoyable and 
interesting for both the audience 
and the performers. 
Newson and Miles demon- 
strated both technical prowess 
and emotion for the music. 
Authorities blame alcohol for 30 arrests at Pearl Jam concert 
The Associated Press 
HARTFORD, Conn.—Vio- 
lence at a Pearl Jam concert at 
the Meadows Music Theatre led 
to 30 arrests and left three police 
officers with minor injuries, offi- 
cials said Thursday. Alcohol was 
blamed. 
"The problems stemmed from 
the arrival of Mr. Jack Daniels 
and Mr. Bud Weiser," said Lt. 
Robert Rudewicz, a police spokes- 
man. "There was a lot of alcohol 
and drug use." 
The three injured officers, in- 
cluding one hit in the head by a 
bottle thrown from the crowd, 
were treated at Hartford Hospi- 
tal and released, police said. 
Some 26,500 people attended 
the concert Wednesday night. 
Rudewicz said The Meadows' 
security staff was. unable to 
handle the crowd. But Deputy 
Police Chief Tom O'Conner dis- 
puted this. 
Security was adequate and the 
concert was generally orderly 
except for an incident when a 
metal barricade was breached, 
he said. O'Conner said 
Rudewicz's information came 
from a police sergeant not versed 
on crowd control. 
"The security level was the 
highest we've had all year," 
O'Conner said. He said the origi- 
nal security staff included 46 
police officers and 150 security 
guards hired by promoter. 
Rudewicz said the crowd be- 
came "uglier and meaner as the 
evening went along" and rein- 
forcements had to be brought in. 
More than two dozen extra 
police officers arrived on the 
scene after the fans outside the 
venue pushed over metal barri- 
cades and began entering the 
concert site. 
Seventy-eight   fans 
ejected. 
Give Us a 
Holler We 
pay Top 
Dollar 
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PAWN SHOP 
Guns • Jewelry • Electronics • Tools, etc. 
Hunting Season Special 
10% OFF ANY GUN IN STOCK 
With Coupon 
Mon. - Sat. 8:30 til 6 
JOHN MOXLEY, Manager 
(912)764-8400 
413 S. Main St. 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
were 
We give 110% to GEORGIA SOUTHE 
every day through our time and 
effort. Why should we give to 
A DAY FOR SOUTHERN ON CAMPUS! 
The dedication and drive of GEORGIA SOUTHERN'S faculty and staff are 
the primary reasons why the University became the leading center of 
higher education in South Georgia in the first place...and why it still is. 
But the truth is, hard work isn't enough, and state dollars can't be 
used to fund many of the programs and projects that have long set 
SOUTHERN apart from the other "universities" in our half of the state. 
Only private dollars can provide resources adequate to fund research 
and study time and travel for faculty, academic scholarships to allow 
the University to compete for top students, cultural and intellectual 
programs to enhance classroom learning, honorariums and awards 
for outstanding faculty and staff, and much more. 
It's so much easier to ask for—and receive—a financial gift from an 
individual, a corporation, or a foundation when we can say that our 
faculty and staff support our programs with their dollars. The size of 
the gift isn't as important as the fact that "everyone plays." (And you 
may designate your gift for any program or project you choose.) 
During our community campaign last month, Statesboro and 
Bulloch County surpassed their $600,000 goal by more than $100,000. 
On campus, our primary goal is in people—100% participation. 
Won't you join the team? GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY... 
■' ■M^f':y ■:>■■:'';: WWW^W^M 
lvpf| 
Still the One! ■., A DAY FOR SO w ON   CAMPUS   0   OCTOBER   14-18,    1996 
in The George-Anne 
221 N. Main • Statesboro, GA 
764-2316 
J^ Mon — Hamburger 
Combo w/ choice of 
potato 
Tues — Chicken 
Fingers with potato 
& salad bar 
wfifc. Wed -1/2 pound 
ground sirloin w/ 
potato & salad bar 
Thurs - Fried filet of 
sea trout w/ potato & 
salad bar 
HUNGRY HOWIES 
PIZZA & SUBS 
HOME OF THE 8 FLAVORS CRUST" 
ORGINAL • CHEESE • CAJUN • BUTTER • RYE • GARLIC • SESAME 
•HOWIES BREAD • SUBS 
SALADS AND HOWIES WINGS 
607 BRANNEN 764-6565 
JUMPiN'JACK'S®^ ^ 
GIANT SUBS 
Burgers * Subs * Chicken & More 
764-SUBS  •  459  S.  Main  (  One Block  from 6SU) 
Try Our: 6 Inch Ham & Cheese Sub FOR. ONLY: $.99 Daily Buffet « Al Day - $3.99 
Free 
Membership! 
KELLY'S  VIDEOS 
Monday  - Thursday 10:00am to ll:OOpm 
Friday - Saturday 10:00am to 12:OOpm 
Sunday 12:OOam to  10:00pm 
2 Colege Plaza 
Next To Good Wil 
Rent 1 movie Get one 
FREE 
UP TO A $1.50 VALUE 
New Arivals $2.50% 
General Titles $1,50/2 Days 
r^!.J (912)681-1942 
Your New Spot for Food & Fun 
•Chicken 
•Steaks •Seafood •Pasta •Burgers •Sandwiches 
Open Ham-Midnight 
7 Days a week 
$.75 Drafts Al Day 
Everyday 
Wednesday 
The Flamingo Kid 
Thursday 
Live Jazz: 
Fathead & the Polyphonies 
Friday 
The Drunks 
Saturday 
Karaoke with Dancing Dave 
Sunday 
1 - 5 $.25 Wings 
Free Soft drinks 
with burger purchase 
Monday 
PleaSe Call fOr Take Out  Interactive Monday Night 
Footbal 
871-7700 
Do You Know Those Unpronounceable Dishes? Neither Do We, 
Nothing Fancy. Just Good Food. 
The world's best wings, rotiserie chicken, soup, 
salads, sandwiches & burgers 
120 Lanier Drive., Statesboro, GA 
(1/4 mi from GSU's Paulson Stadium) 681-3030 
Mon-Sat l:30am-12am • Sun. l:30am-10pm 
Nightly Entertainment 
T\ie: Bash Night Al you can eat Wings Fri: Fran Synder 
6-10pm $6.95 
Wed: Karaoke $1 Long Necks 8- 10pm 
Thurs: The Drunks  
Mon-Fri  3-5pm  .25 Wii>s 
$3.50 I?itcher Miler Lite and Coors Unlit 
Sat: J. Chronical 
Sun:Kids eat free 
Mon: 12 oz Ribeye with 3 sides $8.95 
Kids eat free 
"Everything you'ra hungry for" 
DRIVE-IN • 322 South Main • D 
(A) • Deluxe Sonic Burger 
•Regular French Fries 
* Regular Soft Drink 
(B) 'Ex-LongChili Cheese Conej 
• Regular French Fries 
•Regular Soft Drink 
(C) • Country Fried Steak Sandwi" 
• Large French Fries    - 
• Large Soft Drink 
<L)(JUUUU 
« 
RE Q UI RE D   O CT OBE R  E ATI N G  FOR.  ATST  A-t- COIVIBO  ]VtE>JT_J 
Ofers Not Good With Any 
Other Coupons or Ofers 
r$v^ ~s 
-THRU 
59
PLUS TAX 
• Bacon Cheeseburger 
• Regular French Fries 
• Regular Soft Drink 
(5 p.m. to Closing) 
One Older perCnupnn (Ofer ends 10/31 /%) 
lust cut this out and hop nn duwn In Sonic    I 
I 
I 
I 
Reg. Chili Cheese Coney 
Regular French Fries 
Regular Soft Drink 
(5 p.m. to Closing) 
One Order per Cou[xm (Ofer ends 10/31 /%) 
lust cut this out and hop on down to Sonic 
I 
M * i 
|  DM-JiV • mSouthtm • DRIVE-THRU || DRM-IH- 312 South Main • DRIVE-THRU 
m (D) • Breaded Chick-Filet Sandwich 
,    ^    • Large French Fries    -3 
• Large Soft Drink 
| (E) 'Double Meat, Double Cheese 
• Large French Fries 
• Large Soft Drink 
10% 
Discount 
for Students 
w/ Valid ID 
Named by the Atlanta Constitutions as 
THE BEST BARBECUE IN GEORGIA 
Downtown 
22 West Vine St 
Specializing in 
Barbecue 
764-2444 
Variety's Barbecue 
2 Locations to Serve you: Statesboro Mal. Breakfast, Lunch 
& Dinner 
Featuring a ful menu 
Featuring Statesboro's Only Thursday Night Al You Can Eat 
BBQ Bufet. 764-9995 M-F 5am - 9pm T & Sat 5am - 10pm Sun 7am - 3pm • Bar-B-Q Pork • Smoked Chicken • Smoked Ribs Highway  80 West  • Brunswick Stew ^  _>"~— "~  : 
& More for $4.99 _^^     Catering Available 
Thurs. night 5-9pm -^^N° Party Too Large or Small 
Sta^£igAt 
DONTUTS 
764-9536 
455 S. Main, Hwy. 301 S. 
1 Block from GSU 
Donuts and Baked Goods Made Fresh Everyday! 
Eat-in, Carry-out or Drive-Thru 
Hours M-F 5am-6pm Sat. 5am-lpm Sun 7am-12pm 
Phone Orders Welcome 
Southern Sports 3ar & Gril 
^  
BREAKFAST 6-10AM 
MONDAY-SAT. 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS 11-2:30PM 
■£>-o. 
- * HOME COOKED LUNCH 5PECIAL51 MEAT, 
%  
%  
2 VEGGIES & BISCUIT $475 
681-1439 
*y 
•*A**AAA*A*AAAAAA**AAAAAAMA**AAAA*A*fi**AAA*A**A*hAAAA* < K: c t K 
K 
PC 
< 
< 
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< 
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Tuesday: Pool Tournament 
Wednesday: No Cover/ $1.00 Long Necks 
Thursday: £<Uie& TU^ttl $. 75 VCUJXM tit lOpw, 
Fri & Sat: No Cover and $.75 pitchers til 10pm 
For Details Gal I 681 -9000 
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Pearl Jam's 'No Code' rises above the 'musicaly iliterate1 
Pearl Jam 
"No Code" 
Epic Records 
By Mark Runyon 
Staf Writer 
Pearl Jam's latest effort, "No 
Code," marks this highly tal- 
ented band's departure as alter- 
native rock's poster boys. 
Content to put this dying trend 
to rest, they have instead chosen 
to accept their position as simply 
a great rock band, a status they 
have struggled so hard to attain 
yet something that has con- 
stantly been overshadowed by 
the commercial success of "Ten" 
which has undercut their cred- 
ibility as musicians. 
Opening, with the methodical 
softness and precision of "Some- 
times," winding its way down to 
the highly country-flavored 
twang of "Around the Bend," this 
album offers samplings from the 
various avenues along the musi- 
cal spectrum. 
Predicting what the coming 
track has to hold is truly anyone's 
guess, but don't look to the band 
for help because I'm not sure 
they've decided themselves. 
Of course, a couple of classic 
Pearl Jam mantras are stil 
present here like that of "Hail, 
Hail," wrapped up in al its rac- 
ing guitars and Vedder's slurred 
vocals. 
In another, we are captured 
in the emphatic drum beats that 
carry the depth of the 
otherworldly "In My Tree." 
These songs hold fast as stiled 
reminders of where we've come 
from and what sound stil lies at 
the band's core regardless of the 
pathways they happen to mean- 
der down. 
But as the biggest band on the 
modern rock scene today, they've 
been given the flexibility to dis- 
avow the set of rules they have 
established for everyone else to 
folow. 
In order to pay homage to 
some of their awe-inspiring con- 
temporaries and try some sel- 
dom traveled creative roads that 
offer some new perspectives on 
this stagnant form of rock, the 
band needs to be given the keys 
to a souped up GTO with a ful 
tank of gas. A road trip must be 
taken. 
Drawing from his work with 
the Pakistani vocal wonder 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan on this 
past fal's "Dead Man Walking" 
soundtrack, Vedder finds a dis- 
tinctly Indian, stylized floating 
rhythm to shelter his self-search- 
ing verse in "Who You Are." 
Then, in almost the next 
breath we find him composing 
two songs ("Smile" and the beau- 
tiful "Off He Goes") that beckon 
undeniably to Neil Young. 
These tracks can no doubt be 
atributed to the band's colabo- 
rative work with Young on this 
past years release "Mirrorbal." 
(outakes maybe?) 
The most interesting entries 
into the broadening encyclope- 
dia of the sounds of Pearl Jam 
come near the album's conclu- 
sion with the tracks "Mankind" 
and "I'm Open." 
"Mankind," a song by Stone 
Gossard, is drenched in 70s glitz 
and nostalgia. 
Vedder's vocals seem to take 
on a distinctly Weezer quality 
over this trippy, fluctuating beat. 
This song taunts the banalities 
Hanks' directing career takes of with 'That Thing You Do' 
By Eric Bray 
Staf Writer 
For a guy who's been acting 
for over a decade, Tom Hanks is 
definitely in the prime of his ca- 
reer. 
The winner of two Oscars in 
two consecutive years for "Phila- 
delphia" and "Forrest Gump" 
(and nominated for another the 
third year for "Apolo 13"), Hanks 
is on a blazing winning streak. 
Now he seems to be taking a 
cue from last year's Oscar suc- 
cess Mel Gibson by trying out 
the director's chair for a change 
with "That Thing You Do." 
This isn't Hanks' first stab at 
directing, though. 
Some of the unfortunate few 
may have caught his debut in a 
horrendous episode of "Tales 
From the Crypt" (in which he 
also made an appearance). 
I'm certain he does not pride 
himself on this endeavor, but his 
directing skil is not so much to 
blame as the standards of qual- 
ity in the "Tales From the Crypt" 
episodes. 
In fact, HBO has been known 
to give many actors a shot at 
directing with these episodes, in- 
cluding Michael J. Fox and 
Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
Produced by Jonathan 
Demme (who also worked with 
Tom Hanks on "Philadelphia"), 
"That Thing You Do," on the other 
hand, is a different story alto- 
gether. 
Hanks virtualy breathes the 
life into this project in writing 
the script, directing the film, act- 
ing in it, picking the cast, and 
even providing part of the musi- 
cal score. 
It's much more than simply a 
pet project, and -the reason for 
We 
gratefuly 
accept 
comments 
and suggestions. Please E- 
mail us at 
g$iOQ457@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu 
We want to know what 
you want to 
read! 
this may be because it's partialy 
influenced by his own life. 
The film depicts the distrac- 
tions of being sucked into the 
glitz of stardom and how it can 
lead to self-destruction. 
"That Thing You Do" folows 
the story of a smal-town band 
caled the "Wonders" from Eerie, 
Pa., as they release a hit single 
which rises up the charts and 
turns them into overnight celeb- 
rities. 
In Holywood, however, their 
success fals apart as fast as it 
evolves, leaving most of them 
with a fleeting glimpse of fame. 
Tom Everet Scot stars as 
the band's jazz-inspired, shades- 
Zahn ("Reality Bites") plays the 
clowning guitar player. 
Liv Tyler ("Stealing Beauty," 
"Empire Records") plays the girl- 
friend-turned-groupie as wel as 
the (quite engaging) love inter- 
est of the story. 
Making appearances are 
Kevin Polack ("The Usual Sus- 
pects"), singer Chris Isaak, Rita 
Wilson ("Now and Then") and 
John Whaler ("The People .Un- 
der the Stairs"), best known as 
the dorky "Aaron Burr" charac- 
ter "from the milk commercial. 
Despite these familiar faces, it's 
the unknowns that carry this 
film. 
The unknown factor is a valu- 
ESSENTIALLY THE FILM IS JUST AS UP-TEMPO 
AND SNAPPY AS THE SONG IT S NAMED 
AFTER. 
wearing drummer. 
Scot is a complete unknown 
in the movie industry although 
he has appeared in a few epi- 
sodes of TV's "Grace Under Fire." 
Scot may be green, but he's 
perfectly upbeat in the role (not 
to mention he bears a slight re- 
semblance to Hanks himself). 
However, he does come off as a 
litle too whitebred and peppy to 
be the black turtle-neck-clad 
beatnik he portrays. 
The rest of the band is rela- 
tively unfamiliar as wel. 
Jonathan Schaech ("How to 
Make an American Quilt") plays 
the brooding vocalist, and Steve 
able asset throughout. 
Tom Hanks created a 
soundtrack of new fifties-sound- 
ing songs rather than familiar 
oldies for the backdrop in the 
film and even reviewed nearly 
three hundred versions of the 
song "That Thing You Do" from 
various artists before deciding 
on Adam Schlesinger's obscure 
voice. 
Essentialy the film is just as 
up-tempo and snappy as the song 
it's named after. 
It may not earn Tom Hanks 
another Oscar, but it's a remark- 
ably inspired accomplishment 
and a joy to watch. 
Campus Life Enrichment Committee presents 
Leo Kotke 
in Concert 
Solo performance 
on the 12-strlng guitar 
Saturday — October 12 at 8 p.m. 
Russel Union Balroom 
One free ticket per GSU-l.D. 
available at the Union Information Desk 
General Admission tickets — $7 for adults 
$5 for senior citizens and youth 
may be purchased at the Ticket Ofice (681 -0123) or at the Box Ofice prior to the performance (if available) 
Doors open at 7.00 p.m. — open seating 
Persons who require special accommodations cal 
681-5259 or TTY-681-0666 
of mankind in the present tense 
by revamping and breathing life 
into a genre of music I thought 
long dead (and for good reason). 
On the other hand, "I'm Open" 
borders on pretension with its 
opening spoken word monologue, 
yet backs away just as we're be- 
ginning to think Eddie is start- 
ing to believe his own good press. 
This is a strong statement that 
looms ever-present over this al- 
bum as we reflect upon a less 
tormented Vedder than we have 
been privy to in the past. 
There is no shadowed pain of 
"Indifference;" no veiled on com- 
ing of suicidal end of "Last Exit." 
He seems almost content with 
himself and life. 
Past questioning of how 
friends can let their lives be ruled 
by their addictions ("Habit" and 
"Off He Goes"), the occasional 
yearning spirituality, and a 
search for a sense of himself ("I'm 
Open," "Sometimes" and "Who 
You Are"), this is the healthiest 
state of mind that I've ever seen 
the man setle into. 
"No Code" takes one step fur- 
ther away from "Ten" to flush 
consistency for the serene em- 
brace of chaos and disorder. 
The band was never openly 
searching for any common 
ground to join each of these smal 
fragments. 
In looking to establish them- 
selves as musicians and escape 
the uncomfortable shroud of the 
title of generational icons, they've 
become exquisite masters in 
painting foreboding tapestries. 
Each piece of the vast mosaic 
being a separate entity indepen- 
dent within itself that fails to fit 
together with the rest in any 
discernible fashion. Yet, when 
we are able to step back from and 
reflect upon it as a whole, you 
can see the essence captured, 
the desire aflame and the beauty 
blindingly ever present. 
So, congratulations guys! 
You've finally surpassed 
"Ten." 
Not commercialy speaking, 
but rather as musicians who were 
always too good for a generation 
which crucifies its leaders and 
looks to put on a pedestal those 
without merit. 
You always rose above the 
short atention span of the unap- 
preciative masses and the musi- 
caly iliterate. 
*10K&14K 'Sterling Silver Diamonds, Rubies, Emeralds  'Jewelry Repair *We buy Unwanted or Damaged Jewelry 
(912)764-4311 Statesboro Junction 
The Joke Zone 
Wednesday, Oct 16 
UFOs 
W  "The Hidden History" 
Come learn what your govern- 
ment does not want you to know 
about UFOs ... 
Union Balroom • 7 pm 
Games 
People 
Play 
loin a up team today 
I Contemporary Issues 
8\Q Time 
Entertainment 
I Provide the student body with a 
variety of educational and 
entertaining programs focusing 
on cultural diversity and contemporary 
issues on campus and in the community. 
Games People Play 
Provide the student body with 
novelty acts which bring crazy, 
creative, and unusual entertain- 
ment to campus. 
Contemporar 
Issues 
The Joke Zone 
Provide the student body with 
a variety of comical oriented 
programs including comedi- 
ans, improvisations, and 
Sound Waves 
Provide the student body with 
various styles of musical enter- 
tainment, including local re- 
gional, and student artists. 
Sound Waves 
I Union Productions Team Interest Form 
I Yes! I want to be involved in UP. Here is the 
I Team that I am interested in! 
|G The Joke Zone Big Time Entertainment 
|U SoundWaves  Contemporary Issues 
| SPLASH Games People Play  /  ^ V | Name  /  (^  
| LB  /  ^  
li Local Phone  
v^ o *> 
<> 
s W 
>> 
I For info cal 681-0655 
I or mail interest 
'form to LB 8066 
s%> 
^  \ 
SPLASH 3 
Union Productions 
681-0655 
Ofice Hours 9 - 4 
LB 8066 GSU 
Statesboro, Ga 30460 
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Nunn to lecture at Georgia 
Tech, may practice law again 
By Joan Kircher 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — Sen. Sam 
Nunn, D-Ga., announced lie wil 
become a guest lecturer at Geor- 
gia Tech and probably wil go 
back to practicing law when he 
retires from the Senate. 
Nunn wil be a part-time guest 
lecturer at Tech's School of In- 
ternational Affairs, which wil 
be renamed for him, Tech Presi- 
dent Wayne Clough announced 
at a news conference with Nunn. 
Nunn said his teaching wil 
focus on the ramifications of tech- 
nology on public policy and in- 
ternational affairs. 
"As we log into the virtual 
world, we must not check out of 
the real one," he said. "Can this 
awesome power be used in a way 
that wil help bring peace to a 
world that is increasingly caught 
up in ethnic, religious, class and 
racial conflict and animosity?" 
A former chairman of the Sen- 
ate Armed Services Commitee, 
"I AM GOING TO GO 
SEE MY GOOD FRIEND 
NEWT AND SAY, 
'NEWT, GIVE ME A 
CHECKLIST OF ALL THE 
THINGS YOU DID.' 
AND THEN I'M GOING 
TO AVOID THOSE." 
— SEN. SAM NUNN 
Nunn has been in the Senate for 
24 years and is retiring when his 
term expires at the end of this 
year. 
Nunn, who atended Georgia 
Tech from 1956-59 before trans- 
ferring to Emory University, jok- 
ingly told Clough he would re- 
turn to the school on two condi- 
tions. 
"You had to drop mechanical 
drawing. You had to add women. 
You have done both, and here I 
am," he said. 
Nunn said there wil be no 
comparison between his classes 
and those taught by House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich. The 
House ethics commitee is look- 
ing into whether Gingrich's 
course, taught first at Kennesaw 
State and later at Reinhardt 
Colege, was educational or a 
partisan political activity. 
"I am going to go see my good 
friend Newt and say, 'Newt, give 
me a checklist of al the things 
you did.' And then I'm going to 
avoid those," Nunn said. 
LICENSES BOARD 
Continued from page 1 
21" printed verticaly in red to 
the left side of the cardholder's 
portrait. 
The portrait wil also be bor- 
dered with a red outline to indi- 
cate an underage driver. 
Temporary licenses and ID 
cards wil have "TEMPORARY" 
printed in white alongside the 
bearer's portrait in the upper 
right side. 
Any driver holding a limited 
permit or probationary license 
wil have "Valid GA only" 
printed inside a blue box under- 
neath the portrait. 
Commercial driver's licenses 
that are restricted issue wil 
feature the word "RE- 
STRICTED" printed inside the 
dark yelow header text. 
ID cards wil have "ID ONLY" 
printed inside a blue box under- 
neath the holder's picture. 
The back of the license wil 
display a bar code, which wil 
contain a digital image of the 
driver's portrait, the bearer's in- 
dex finger fingerprints and sig- 
nature. 
Georgia driver's licenses wil 
continue to contain organ donor 
designations. 
The digital imaging system 
wil alow the state patrol to 
store a bearer's picture, signa- 
ture and fingerprints in a per- 
manent computer record. It wil 
take four years to fuly convert 
Georgia's system to ful digital 
imaging. 
Using the new system, appli- 
cants wil be given their new 
licenses immediately upon re- 
newal. 
This wil eliminate the pro- 
cess of waiting for the license to 
come through the mail. 
Continued from page 1 
Saturday afternoon wil wrap 
up the week's festivities. 
The activities and contests of 
Homecoming Week are orga- 
nized by the Homecoming Com- 
mitee. 
The coordinator, Heather 
Sewel, is responsible for lead- 
ing a group of 15 members. 
Ten permanent positions are 
reserved for members from vari- 
ous Fraternities and Sororities, 
the International Students' 
Club, the Black Student Union, 
the Baptist Student Union, the 
NAACP, the Triangle Club, 
Residence Life, the Student 
Government Association, Union 
Productions and the Freshman 
Council. 
Homecoming manuals are 
available to al student organi- 
zations or interested groups in 
room 224 of the Russel Union. 
Caling 
Al 
Night 
Owls! 
Get a job that pays great and won't conflict with you classes 
or social life. GSU's Residence Life Ofice has just the job for 
you and you don't even have to live on campus! 
• WHAT: GSU's Night Supervisor Program 
• JOB DESCRIPTION: To Secure buildings, protect property and students, and to enforce colege 
regulations by a regular patrol of an assigned residential area. 
• QUALIFICATIONS: You must be currently enroled at GSU and have a clear . 
disciplinary and criminal record. Upperclassmen students are encouraged to apply. 
• HOURS: 12:OOam to 6:00am one or two nights per week. That's only 13 nights a quarter. 
(Additional shifts may be added) 
• HOW MUCH: Starting pay $4.50 per hour. Various positions levels are available with higher pay. 
• UPPER LEVEL POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Diferent level positions are available to those with 
previous experience. Students must work their way upl 
• HOW TO APPLY: Go to room #10 in the Rosenwald Building to fil out an application 
* YOU DON'T HAVE TO LIVE ON CAMPUS TO BE A NiGHT SUPERVISOR 
Lieutenant governor's husband to run chain of weekly newspapers 
By Tim Whitmire 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — A chain of 23 
weekly newspapers, most of them 
based in and around New York 
City, wil be run by the husband 
of Lt. Gov. Betsy McCaughey 
Ross under a planned $2 milion 
deal, a spokesman said. 
Investment banker Wilbur 
Ross wil head a group purchas- 
ing a 22 percent interest in News 
Communications Inc., said Lloyd 
Kaplan, a partner at the law 
firm of Linden, Alschuler and 
Kaplan and a spokesman for 
Ross. 
A board meeting to vote on the 
deal was expected to be held 
Thursday. 
"There are steps yet to be 
taken to absolutely conclude the 
niceties," Kaplan said. "A board 
meeting hasn't been held." 
Among News Communica- 
tions' publications, many of 
which are free, are Manhatan 
Spirit, Our Town, which cover's 
Manhattan's East Side, 
Hamptons-based Dan's Paper 
and The Hil, which covers Con- 
gress. 
Joining Ross in the purchase 
are Robert Nederlander, presi- 
dent of the Broadway producers 
Nederlander Organization, Sy 
Syms, head of the clothing re- 
tailer Syms Corp., and other 
unnamed investors, Kaplan said. 
The founder of News Commu- 
nications, Jerry Finkelstein, wil 
remain as the company's chair- 
man. 
Ross, who is senior managing 
director of the Rothschild Inc. 
investment bank, wil become 
chief executive and wil continue 
in his full-time duties at 
Rothschild, Kaplan said. 
News Communications re- 
ported a 33 percent in crease in 
revenues, to $ 18.1 milion, in the 
fiscal year ending last Nov. 30. A 
rise in the price of newsprint and 
heavy startup costs led to a net 
loss of $1.7 milion for the com- 
pany. 
One News Communications 
weekly, The Independent Voice, 
is based in Island Park, home- 
town of Republican Sen. Alfonse 
D'Amato. But Ross told The New 
York Times his purchase of the 
chain is a sound financial invest- 
ment and was not motivated by 
the notion that it could benefit 
his wife's career. 
"I believe there is a real niche, 
indeed a real need, for papers 
like these that fil in the blanks 
left by the big daily papers, the 
electronic media and Internet," 
Ross said. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
9th Annual 
riV -^•Aon.KKr-AS^ 
Thursday October 17th 
4:30 - 6:30 
Union Rotunda 
Al Proceeds Benefit Children's Miracle Network 
FREE DELIVER & 
620 FAIR 
FREE DELIVERY -B» FREE DELIVERY -H« FREE DELIVERY IS 
Late Night Special I One Large, One Topping | After 10 P.M. Only 
! $ 
IK 
Two Tens for Ten 1 Two Smal, One Topping 
Perfect Pizza Pak* Rour Large 
I 
8  Not valid with any other coupon.  J5 
Valid only at participating stores.  I 
Additional Toppings extra Additional Toppings extra. 
1 I I 
Ofer expires in 30 days 
I  Not valid with any other coupon.  | 
i  Valid only at participating stores. U 
Ofer expires in 30 days 
Additional Toppings extra. 
S Not valid with any other coupon. M 
Valid only at participating stores. ■
Ofer expires in 30 days      m 
George-Anne orts Upcoming coverage Look in Tuesday's G-A sports pages for al the results and stories of this weekend's Eagles and Lady Eagles home soccer matches as wel as the GSU Cross Country Invitational. 
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GOING THE 
DISTANCE 
JEMIFERHOLLOMY 
Enough is 
enough 
It is beginning to seem like 
an argument between an ofi- 
cial and a professional athlete 
is becoming as common as scor- 
ing a touchdown or pounding a 
base hit. 
But, is our society realy be- 
ginning to accept this? 
The question we al can't 
seem to be able to answer is 
whose fault is it? Is it the fault 
of the official, the athlete or the 
general public, who has let this 
issue be brushed over again 
and again? 
Is it not an official's job 
make a cal to the best of his 
ability, without leting his per- 
sonal feelings toward a player 
get in the way? 
And who knows where to be- 
gin on the player's behalf? 
Maybe they do have the right 
to state an opinion or claim 
that they were unfairly dealt 
with in a certain cal. 
The problem is that it 
doesn't just end with that. In- 
stead, it always seems to turn 
into a nasty argument that 
usualy results in being thrown 
out of the game. 
■Now what good are you if 
you can't play? 
I think athletes should re- 
member that a game is a game. 
Sure, there are pennants, 
championships and titles to be 
won, but didn't this al derive 
from a simple love that they 
have for the game anyway? 
Has money and fame totaly 
made these players forget their 
memories of being a child and 
playing catch with dad in the 
back yard or geting neighbor- 
hood friends together for a 
game of pick-up basketbal? 
That was when playing the 
game was only a mere dream. 
That was when playing sports 
was fun. 
In a recent incident, Balti- 
more Oriole Roberto Alomar 
spat in umpire John 
Hirschbeck's face after being 
caled out on strikes. He was 
expeled from the game and 
was handed a sentence of a five 
game suspension. Later in the 
locker room, Alomar was 
quoted by reporters, saying 
that Hirschbeck was an unfair 
umpire since he lost his son 
last year to a brain disease. 
In an appeal, Alomar was 
alowed to serve his suspension 
at the beginning of next year. 
How does serving a suspension 
seven months later punish him 
for what he did? 
What about our youth who 
copy every single move and 
want to walk and talk just like 
these "hero" athletes? 
Athletes are role models 
whether they claim to be or 
not. 
If you are in the public eye, 
you are automaticaly a role 
model to someone, simple as 
that. 
Now, do we realy want our 
litle leaguers spiting on their 
umpires, just like their role 
models would do? 
There's no doubt that some- 
thing must be done. Rules 
should be set to establish just 
how far is too far when it 
comes to the behavior of our 
players and officials on the 
playing field. 
Hopefuly, the problem is 
stil fixable. 
If it is pushed aside too 
many more times, eventualy a 
player or an oficial wil be able 
to do just whatever they want. 
This can't keep going on. 
Enough is enough. 
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GSU looking for win this weekend 
By Mike Davis 
Sports Editor 
GSU took a big step in its win 
over Virginia Military Institute 
last weekend, but the chalenge 
doesn't stop there for the team 
that has now dropped out of the 
Top-25 pol. 
Coach Frank Elwood wil now 
take his team to Culowhee, N.C., 
to batle the Western Carolina 
Catamounts, a team that also 
finds itself struggling but is stil 
capable of mounting a win over 
the Eagles. 
Western Carolina now occu- 
pies the eighth position in the 
conference standings, a spot 
where GSU found itself siting 
last week. And while VMI stil 
remains at the celar after its 
heart-breaking loss at Paulson 
Stadium last Saturday, the team 
who loses the Eagles/Catamount 
clash this weekend could be in 
danger of claiming that last spot. 
The Catamounts are coming 
off a tough 45-30 loss to 14th 
ranked Furman last week. 
But their 20-10 win over Lib- 
erty in their season-opener, fol- 
lowed by a 24-6 romp over 
Wofford, simply shows that the 
Catamounts are capable of com- 
ing out of their shel. And who 
beter to do that against than 
the team that embarrassed them 
42-0 in front of a GSU crowd last 
year. 
But the Eagles have different 
things in mind. 
"You have to have confidence 
to play in this conference," GSU 
coach Frank Elwood said." We 
needed a win coming into the 
Western Carolina road trip." 
Despite the win, Elwood stil 
sees problems within the GSU 
squad. 
"Our defense has come along 
prety good considering the inju- 
ries we've had," Elwood said. 
Mike Spilker EAGLE ATTACK: After a comeback win over Virginia Military, GSU wil now take to the road to batle 
Western Carolina in what wil be another crucial Southern Conference game for the 2-3 Eagles. 
"But we just don't score enough 
points. We are not geting in the 
endzone like we should, and 
that's where you have to go. In 
modern footbal, you realy have 
to score four touchdowns to win 
bal games." 
The Eagles wil look to stop 
the running atack of Darius 
Hooks, the Cats' leading rusher 
with an average of 93 yards per 
game. 
In the air, it wil be Josh 
Brooks, who has struggled a bit 
for Western Carolina this sea- 
son. He has completed only 58.2 
percent of his passes, with an 
average of 144.6 yards per game. 
But as Elwood stated, the 
Eagles are feeling prety confi- 
dent after last week, especialy 
since they had to overcome a 
deficit which they found them- 
selves in for over 59 minutes of a 
60-minute game. 
Kenny Robinson wil be looked 
at to lead the offense, but behind 
the superb running of Corey 
Joyner and Roderick Russel, the 
load is not as heavy as before. 
Plus, wide receiver Maurice 
Bing has had some of the weight 
taken off his shoulders since the 
arrival of freshman wide-out 
Recio Tut, who has definitely 
shown his presence for the Eagles 
in his two games played. 
Nonetheless, the Eagles stil 
have more to prove as they fight 
to stay alive in the playoff chase. 
They wil return home next week 
to take on last year's conference 
• champion, Appalachian State. 
Western Carolina Preview 
Location - Culowhee, N.C. 
Enrolment - 6,700 
Nickname - Catamounts 
Colors - Purple and Gold 
Stadium - E.J. Whitmire 
Surface - Astro Turf 
Conference - Southern 
Athletic Dir. - Larry Travis 
Head Coach - Steve Hodgin 
Overal Record - 27-38-0 
Record at WCU - 27-38-0 
1995 Record - 3-7 
Basic Offense - Pro I 
Basic Defense - Mult. 4-3 
Lettermen returning - 36 
Lettermen lost - 18 
Starters Returning -10 
Starters Lost - 12 
I-AA Top 25 
1. Marshal  (64) 5-0 
2. Montana (25) 4-0 
3. Northern Iowa 4-1 
4. Stephen F. Austin 3-1 
5. Jackson St. (2) 5-0 
6. SW Missouri St. 5-1 
7. Eastern Ilinois 4-0 
8. Troy State 4-1 
9. Murray State 4-1 
10. Northern Arizona 5-1 
11. Delaware 4-1 
12. Vilanova(2) 4-1 
13. Furman 4-1 
14. Appalachian St. 3-2 
15. Wiliam & Mary 4-1 
16. Florida A&M 4-1 
17. James Madison 4-1 
18. Connecticut 3-2 
19. Northwestern St. 4-1 
20. Western Kentucky 4-2 
21. Weber St. 3-2 
22. East Tennessee St. 5-1 
23. Idaho St. 3-2 
24. New Hampshire 3-1 
25. Western Ilinois 4-1 
Southern Conference in the Top-25 
Marshal] stayed at the number one spot with its perfect 5-0 record and a big win over UT- Chatanooga this past weekend. But changes occured for the rest of the South- ern Conference teams, starting with Appalachian State. The Mountaineers were upset by newcomers in the Top-25 pol, East Tennessee State Univer- sity, and fel back to the number 14 spot. They are now 3-2 on the season. The Furman Paladins moved up one notch with a win over Western Carolina, who continues to struggle in conference play. The Paladins stay firm in conference play with a 2-0 record, 4-1 overal. For the first time al'Season, Georgia South- ern and UT-Chatanooga are teams that are receieving votes for the I-AA pol. The Eagles surprisingly stayed in the pol last week after a loss to the Mocs, but dropped out this week after a come-from-behind win over Virginia Military Institue, the last-place team in the con- ference. Despite suffering a rout to Marshal, UTC is standing firm in the recieving votes list and look to jump up this week when they take on VMI. 
Southern Conference 
Standings 
1. East Tennessee St. 3-0/5-1 
2. Marshal  2-0/5-0 
3. Furman 2-0/4-1 
4. Appalachian St.  1-1/3-2 
5. Tenn.-Chatanooa 1-1/2-3 
6. The Citadel 1-1/2-2 
7. Georgia Southern 1-2/2-3 
8. Western Carolina 0-3/2-3 
9. Virginia Military 0-3/0-5 
Three Eagles making their mark 
By Carolyn Wynn 
Staf Writer 
One of the keys in Saturday's 
win over Virginia Military Insti- 
tute were the talents of the "Blue 
Bandit" defense. Three of these 
players are Cossie Harvey, 
Travis Taylor and Derrick 
Treadwel. 
The6-foot-10-inch, 187-pound 
Harvey is a native of Cordele, 
Ga. Harvey's warm personality 
is complimented by his natural 
abilities, which include a 4.63, 
40-yard dash and a 32-inch ver- 
tical. 
Harvey,  a  finance major, 
am now reading it for the second 
time," Harvey said. 
As for this week's contest 
against Western Carolina, he 
feels the Catamounts have a 
pretty good offense. But the 
Eagles are going to treat them 
like any other team because on 
any given day, any team can be 
victorious. 
Taylor is another Eagle se- 
nior cornerback. Taylor, origi- 
naly a walk-on, has long been a 
contributing member of the 
squad. 
Taylor and his family are no 
strangers to footbal, as his cousin 
is former Atlanta Falcon Kenny 
Flowers. 
Through his colege career, 
Taylor has had many ups and 
downs. 
Three years ago, Taylor lost 
his mother in a car accident, but 
he turned tragedy into inspira- 
tion and says that his mother is 
his biggest influence. 
Taylor sat out during the 1994 
season, suffering from a broken 
knee cap. He returned for the '95 
However, both are slated to 
see limited action this week 
against Western Carolina. 
During the absence of Taylor 
and Harvey, Treadwel, another 
cornerback, has been trying to 
help carry the load for the sec- 
ondary. 
The 5-foot-8-inch, 183-pound 
Treadwel is a senior and a na- 
tive of Jonesboro, Ga., and he 
was also a walk-on. In addition 
to his duties on defense, 
Treadwel is also a member of 
the special teams unit. 
"I am glad we can come to- 
gether as a unit," Treadwel said 
after GSU's win over Virginia 
Military Institute. "Hopefuly 
this wil give us the boost we 
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Eagles drop 16th straight 
with loss to Jacksonvile 
Cossie Harvey 
wants to make a career in bank- 
ing after colege. 
"I would like to go into bank- 
ing and work my way up into an 
executive position, namely bank 
president," Harvey said. 
Harvey is the youngest of five 
children, with two older broth- 
ers and two older sisters. 
"Family is important to me, 
and my mother is my greatest 
influence," Harvey said. 
In his time away from the field, 
Harvey enjoys playing Sega, 
watching television and reading. 
He admits that one of his favor- 
ite shows is Days of our Lives. 
His favorite book is Nathan 
Mcal's "Makes me Wanna 
Holer." This is a favorite shared 
also by teammate, and felow 
cornerback, Taylor. 
"It is such a good book that I 
Travis Taylor 
season and played in 13 games, 
while starting one. 
Last year, he ended the sea- 
son with 29 stops, while having 
six tackles and one interception 
coming in the playoff game 
against Montana. 
Both Taylor and Harvey have 
been out with injuries during the 
last two games. 
Derrick Treadwel 
need to continue winning 
throughout the season." 
Looking toward Saturday's 
game, Treadwel is optimistic, 
but he thinks it's important not 
to take a win for granted. 
Treadwel is a computer in- 
formation systems major whose 
goals include completing his de- 
gree and going on to a successful 
career in corporate America. 
Being the only child, he feels 
his mother has been a large in- 
fluence on his life. 
"My biggest influence is my 
family," Treadwel said. "They 
have taught me to never give 
up." 
By Mike Davis 
Sports Editor 
The GSU voleybal team 
failed once again to capture the 
first win of their '96 campaign as 
they fel to Jacksonvile Univer- 
sity Tuesday night at Hanner 
Fieldhouse 15-7, 15-3, 16-14. 
Suffering the 3-0 shutout'in 
this match, the Lady Eagles have 
now dropped their last 24 con- 
secutive sets, with their last win- 
ning set dating back to the Sept. 
20 contest with the Colege of 
Charleston, in which they lost 3- 
1. 
"Basicaly, it's going to take 
the total team effort to win this 
first game," said first year GSU 
coach Eddie Mathews. "We're 
geting there though." 
After a sluggish first set and 
an even worse second, the Lady 
Eagles came to life in the third as 
they jumped out to a 7-0 lead. 
But the lead began to dwindle as 
the Lady Dolphins began to 
pound away behind the likes of 
Carrie Windel, who hammered 
down 21 kils. 
Jacksonvile tied GSU at 11 
each, and the score stayed knot- 
ted al the way to 14-14, but the 
Dolphin star again ralied her 
team as they scored two points to 
finish the Lady Eagles off in the 
third and final set. 
"I'm not looking at it like I'l 
do anything for that first win," 
Mathews said. "I look at like 
this. Is the team geting beter? 
Are they aware of the adjust- 
ments they need to make that I 
can't do from the sidelines? Al I 
ask of this team is that they play 
up to their best potential. If we 
keep doing that, we'l win some 
matches." 
Jacksonvile also gained sup- 
port from the 17 kils from Lind- 
say Schriever and also Kim 
Johnson's 15. Cheryl Ruthwel 
finished with 10 digs to lead the 
Dolphins in that category. 
For the Lady Eagles, Stacey 
Lewis led the team in kils with 
eight, while Jenn Let finished 
with a team-leading nine digs. 
Amy Flaherty, who has missed 
much of the season due to inju- 
ries, was back to her old form as 
she served up 27 sets. 
The Lady Eagles wil next 
travel to Furman for a Southern 
Conference batle on Friday be- 
fore opening a four-game home- 
stand starting Tuesday, Oct. 15, 
versus Mercer .at 7 p.m. 
"It's always nice to be home," 
Mathews said. "The fans here 
are absolutely wonderful. They 
realy show their GSU loyalty, 
and it realy helps the team. We 
are realy going to need them 
with these teams coming in next 
week." 
THIS WEEK IN GSU ATHLETICS 
Friday, October 9 
Eagles Soccer vs. S. Alabama, 4 p.m. 
Saturday, October 12 
Eagles Soccer vs. Mercer, 4 p.m. 
Sunday, October 13 
Lady Eagles Soccer vs. S. Alabama, 1 p.m. 
Tuesday, October 15 
Lady Eagles Voleybal vs. Mercer, 7 p.m. 
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Perry 'keeping' tight schedule for GSU 
By Mike Davis 
Sports Editor 
It was no secret for Lady Eagle 
basketball fans last year that 
Mary Perry was a look at the 
future. 
What they didn't know was 
that in that future, she would be 
wearing long-sleeved shirts and 
soccer cleats. 
Perry, a native of 
Summerville, S.C., has become 
the starting goalie for the GSU 
Lady Eagles soccer team, and 
she got that job in a most pecu- 
liar way. 
"I went and talked to Coach 
(Tom) Norton about playing, and 
he kind of blew me off," Perry 
said with a laugh and a glimpse 
at Norton. "Then one day I came 
by to just say hi, and he asked me 
if I thought I could play goalie, so 
I went out." 
"Yeah, we had talked a little 
about it, but I wasn't too con- 
vinced about her experience," 
Norton said. "I wasn't real sure if 
it was a joke or not. I then lost my 
starting keeper, and here was a 
5-10 athlete with good hands, so 
I asked her if she wanted to play 
keeper." 
With little soccer and none at 
the goalie position, Perry went 
out to practice. Little did she 
know, two weeks later she was 
handed the starting job. 
"It's taken me time to work at 
it," Perry admits. "But I've al- 
ways picked up things pretty 
easy. I've put a lot of time and 
effort into it." 
After Perry is done with her 
soccer duties, she will instantly 
trade in those cleasts for basket- 
ball shoes, as she looks to be a 
key part for new basketball head 
coach Rusty Cram this season. 
"Coach Cram has really been 
good with me," Perry said. "He 
was real supportive because it 
also gets me in shape in time for 
basketball season." 
Despite her new career in soc- 
cer, Perry admits that basket- 
ball is still her number one prior- 
ity, becasue that's why she came 
to GSU in the first place. 
"I'd like to keep playing soc- And in all reality, that prob- 
cer. That's if Coach Norton will ably won't be a problem for 
let me. Hint, hint," Perry said as Norton. For this time, he knows 
she smiled over at her coach. it's not a joke. 
F Welcome Back ^ 
Students 
PETER LANGENFELD, O.D 
WAL * MART VISION CENTER 
(9i2) mm  
CONTACTS 
SPECTACLES 
DIAGNOSIS & 
Lsi- 
Special: 
$5°° OFF 
OCTOBER 14-19 
J 
S 
NOW RENTING : 
Best Deal In Town! 
-I    BR  - 
2   BR  - 
Eagle Gate Apartments 
S. Mulberry St.-Apt. 11 
Call 489-2900 or 764-9486 
East Jones 
VfiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiV 
Wednesday Night 
Free Admission for 
GSU Students with ID 
HIGHWAY 67, SOUTH 
STATESBORO, GEORGIA 
Gates open at 4 pm 
Receive Heifers, lambs, steers 2-6 pm 
Market lamb show 7 pm 
Wrist stamp day until closing 
Friday. October 18 
Gates open at 4 pm-Open late! 
Free entertainment & petting zoo 
Saturday. October 19 
Gates open at 1 pm 
Heifer & Feeder Steer show 2 pm 
Wrist stamp day until closing 
Don't Forget To Join Us For 
Sundaes At Landrum 
Sundae Bar 
Thursday 
October 10th 
3:45 - 7p.m. 
7a.m. - 7p.m. 
Monday - Friday 
Closed 
Saturday and Sunday 
Full-Service, All-You- Can-Eat 
681-0044 
>. > 
w 
Monday. October 14 
Parade begins at 5 pm 
Official Opening at 6 pm 
Everybody gets in FREE 
Tuesday. October 15 
Gates open at 4 pm 
Wrist stamp day until closing 
Senior Citizens 65 or older FREE 
Market Hog Show 7 pm 
Flower Show opens 
Wednesday. October 16 
Gates open at 4 pm 
School Day-Reduced price rides 
FREE admission for students 
Thursday. October 17 
»* 
George-Anne 
>.» 
i * 
Today's Quote 
"Genius is childhood recaled at wil." 
—Charles Baudelaire 
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CLASSIFIEDS, etc 
» < 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Hookah 
5 Not quite dry 
9 Fast 14 Stratford-upon- 
15 Lamb, alternatively 
16 Best part 
17 Chimed 
18 Price 
19 Bird's claw 
20 Fortitude 
22 Common 
contraction 
23 "Clair de —" 
24 Slender 
26 Hit repeatedly 
29 Remove from 
ofice 
33 Redding or 
Skinner 
34 Speediness 
37 Impair 
38 A bone 
39 Place of safety 
41 Mine's output 
42 Sherbet 
43 New York's — 
Island 
44 Colonnade 
45 Bernhardt and 
Jewet 
47 Kind of leather 
49 Foot digits 
51 Bil of fare 
52 Poetic Muse 
55 IOU holders 
60 Part of the eye 
61 — avis 
62 Genuine 
63 River in France 
64 Indigo dye 
65 Revise a text 
66 Yielded by treaty 
67 Fruit stones 
68 Holywood's 
Howard et al. 
DOWN 
1 Reduce 
2 Pavlov or Lendl 
3 Body of water 
4 Overwhelms 
5 Pour, as wine 6 Unaccompanied 
7 Hodgepodge: 
abbr. 
1 2 3 
4 1 5 6 7 * 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ,. 17 18 " 20 21 22 
31 32 28 
23 24 ■25 26 27 ■39 40 29 30 33 1 " 35 36 1 *' 38 " 42 . _ 44 
45 46 
50| 
■47 48 
54 
49 
Fj 
s' 58 59 52 53 55 56 57 
60 " 1 . 63 64 65 66 - 68 ;> 1996 Tribune Media Services. Inc. Al rights reserved. 
8 Spreads for 
crackers 
9 Lawyer's fee 
10 Frightens 
11 Heap 
12 "Go Tel — the ' 
Mountain' 
13 Fender spoiler 
21 Regret 
25 Old instrument 
26 "— Godunov" 
27 City in New York 
28 Roughage 
30 Overact 
31 Basebal great, 
Hank — 
32 Special pleasure 
34 Farm bird 
35 Beery beverage 
36 Piggery 
39 Taught 
40 Flexible tube 
44 Speech disorder 
46 What's worn 
47 Bicycle parts 
48 Cuckoo 
s N 0 H S I 1  d a 3 a 3 0 
1 1 a 3 1 i N V 3 ti 3 S 1 
3 n u 1 V a V u 1 1 d n d 
S u 0 i 1 0 3 a 0 O 1 V a 3 
1 n N 3 W SJ3 O ll 
i N 3 1 V  dl Is H V u V S 
V 0 1 s| | A 3 N 0 0 3 0 1 
3 a O ti 3 1 1 3 H s a 1 til 
a V in 3 1 s V H_ IS 1 1 O: 
i V 3  S N n| 13 i d n a Mm 1 IIS ■3 N n 1 
X N 3 u V 3 0 N V ti n a N 3 
N O 1 V 1 1 s 0 0 1 0 N V a 3 ± 1 1 3 V 1 l 3 N O A V a 1 d V ti d H V a  ^d 1 d 
51 Be worthy of 
52 Long poem 
53 Trick 
50 Discarded piece  54 Mimicked 
56 Indian queen 
57 Church calender 
58 Wreck 
59 Hardens 
01'Announcements 
AD PLACEMENT (For Commercial 
Enterprises) - Classified ads in the 
George-Anne cost 20c; per word with a $4 
minimum per insertion. Please add $1 per 
ad for mailing and handling for tearsheet 
service. The customer is responsible for 
proofing the ad immediately upon 
publication. Pre-payment with your ad is 
appreciated. Cal 681-5418 for more 
information. The George-Anne reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisement. 
AD PLACEMENT (For Students, Faculty 
& Staff) - The George-Anne publishes ads 
for students, faculty and staff which are 
non-commercial in nature. Submit your 
ads, 25 words or less, either in person at 
Room 223 Wiliams Center during normal 
business hours (9am to 4pm), or via mail 
at Landrum Box 8001. Please do not 
attempt to place free ads via telephone - 
at these prices we don't take dictation. 
Al free student and faculty ads to be run 
in the George-Anne must have a Name 
and Landrum Box number. If it does not 
have both, it wil not be printed.  
Atention al debators!  GSU is trying to 
form a new debate team, and it needs 
your support. There is a meeting, 
Tuesday, October 8th, at 7:00 p.m in the 
Union. Questions - cal Adam at 
05*Business Opportunities 
FREE T-SHIRT + $100 - Credit card 
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & 
groups. Any campus organization can 
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping 
$5/VISA application. Cal 1-800-932-0528, 
ext. 65. Qualified calers receive a free 
t-shirt.   
07«Education 
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 bilion 
in public and private sector grants & 
scholarships is now available. Al stduents 
are eligible regardless of grades, income, 
or parent's income. Let us help. Cal 
Student Financial Services: 
1-800-263-6495 ext. F53945.  
09'Furniture & Appliances 
Atention blues fiends: you can get your 
fix every Friday night on WVGS, 91.9 FM, 
from 7 to 9 p.m. 
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens 
al classified ads prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products & services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads, particularly those 
which ask for money or a credit card 
number in advance of delivery of products 
or services. Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any 
suspicious offers they might see in the 
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems 
too good to be true, it probably is.  
CONTEST: WVGS is having a slogan/logo 
contest. Anyone interested please submit 
ideas to WVGS, P O Box 8016, Statesboro 
30458. Entries must be received by 
October 30.  
Divers needed: The SCUBA club wil hold 
its first meeting Wed, October 2nd, in 
room 254 of the union at 7 p.m. Everyone 
welcome ! For more info, cal Christine, 
871 - 4989.  
PI SIGMA EPSILON Fal Rush Orientation. October 15th - 
professional atire, October 16th - casual 
atire. •Al majors, Al backgrounds* 
Humbley welcome. 
Psychology Coalition (formerly Psych 
Club/ Psi Chi) wil be meeting Tuesday, 
Oct. 1 Room 275 in the Union.  
Theatre and Performance meeting 
Thursday, October 3rd, at 5:00 p.m. In 
Comm. Arts room 101. For anyone 
interested in any aspect of the theatre. 
GET INVOLVED! 
To: KIM SEDGLEY, my new AOPi litle 
sister, Congratulations! Love, your big 
sister. Al new members: We love you! 
TRIANGLE: GSU's gay/lesbian/bisexual 
organization wil be holding its first 
meeting Sept. 26 at 6 pm. Subsequent 
meetings wil be held the first Thursday of 
each month. .  
03*Autos for Sale 
1988 Nissan Sentra. Excelent driving 
condition. One owner, 160K. $2000.00, 
non negotiable. Cal John at 764-4321. 
1990 Nissan 240 SX for sale. AC, AM/FM 
cassete player, sun-roof, navy blue, mint 
condition. $6.900. Cal 681-2498.  
A sleek, contemporary, and elegantly 
styled entertainment centre (made in 
Denmark). The unit is black. $75/OBO. 
Phone 489-1890 (evenings).  
Day bed for sale. Pink with hearts in the 
frame. Cal 681-9777 __ 
For sale: 2 "cushy" chairs, $35 each. 
Black iron bed, $250.00 
Antique secretary desk w/ chair, $550.00. 
4 roler chairs, $20.00 each. Cal Mike at 
681-9778.  
For sale: Computer desk/hutch, wood 
finish, like new, $50.00 firm. Also, 19 cube 
feet (ful size) refrigerator, very good 
condition, $150.00. Cal 681-0134 or 
839-3878 (pm).  
FOR SALE: Couch with hide-a-bed. 
Makes a ful size bed. Country blue and 
beige, $175. Cal 764-8785.  
For sale: One al-wood dining table (with 
Walnut veneer) and six recently 
upholstered Bentwood chairs. One of its 
legs has been repaired, but the table is 
sturdy and strong. Price is $125. Cal 
681-0641 or 489-1890 (evenings).  
FOR SALE: One Panasonic KX-P1123 
"Quiet" 24pin dot-matrix, multi-mode 
printer. The machine has been used 
sparingly and is in excelent condition. 
$75. Cal 681-0641 and leave a message. 
For sale: sofa sleeper with cover. Queen 
size.  $75.00. Cal 842-5180.  
For sale: Very nice loft bed made for a 
double bed. $100/please cal 681-6301 ■
and ask for Blane.  
For sale: ful size bed/frame. Black laquer 
headboard, matching chest, dresser, and 
mirror. $375 (set). Price Neg. If sold 
separately/OBO 764-9291. Please leave a 
message.  
King size free flow waterbed for sale. 
$150.00. Cal 681-9024.  
Matching sofa and loveseat for sale. Good 
condition, $100. Cal 764-7532.  
Queen size waterbed, free flow matress 
with liner, heater, padded side rails, fil 
and drain kit. $100. Cal 489-1443 after 4 
p.m.  
Sofa bed (queen size, Serta matress, 
$250), Washer (Hotpoint, large capacity, 
$275), Antique oak dining table ($200), 
Epson printer (NLQ, with manual $40). 
Cash only. Cal for evening appointment, 
587-5068.  
Table: good condition, cheap. Cal 
764-8515. Leave a message.  
Twin bed for sale.  Includes matress, 
boxspring, and frame.  Only six months 
old!  Owned by single, clean, female. 
Please cal 764-3402. $60/OBO.  
Washer/Dryer and microwave for sale. 
For more information please cal 489-3354. 
ATTENTION EVERYONE! Earn $500 to 
$1500 weekly working from home/dorm! 
No experience necessary! Set your own 
hours! Serious individuals cal TOLL 
FREE 1-800-370-6218.  
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 
to $2000+/month working on cruise ships 
or land-tour companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & ful-time employment 
available. No experience necessary. For 
more inforamtion cal 1-206-971-3550 
DANCERS: Tap teacher needed for 
competition troupe in a local studio. Could 
possibly teach other subjects, but tap a 
must! Please cal 764-2758 for more 
information. Great opportunity with 
flexible hours.  
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Positions 
are now available at National Parks, 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excelent 
benefits + bonuses. Cal 1-206-971-3620 
ext. N53944  
Need experienced seamstress to help me 
fit cover for dressmakers' dummy. Wil 
pay. Cal 858-2891 or leave a message at 
687-0807. 
12«Lost& Found 
$50 REWARD for gold nugget bracelet 
with initials, CDS. Has sentimental 
value, given by late godfather. Please 
contact Cedrick Smith if found, 688-2281. 
LOST: 2 gold chains and rings. Very 
sentimental. If found, please cal 
871-7437.  
LOST: Blue walet/checkbook with 
driver's license and other cards. Reward 
offered, please cal Mike at 68J-9778. 
LOST: Miniature Yorkshire Terrier. 
Smal dog with long, brown hair, wearing 
a HOT PINK colar. Very friendly, but 
also sick - medicine is at her home for her 
alergies and hernia. Please return her to 
rightful owner to care for her. Reward 
offered for any info. PLEASE cal 
871-3818/687-3898 or return to Park Place 
Vilas #55. 
13'Miscelaneous for Sale 
40 x 2 Wat  realistic amp/equalizer. 
Excelent condition. $40, cal 764-9458. 
For sale or trade: assorted comic books. 
Cal 681-9777.  
For sale or trade: assorted comic books. 
Cal 681-9777. 
For sale: 75 galon oceanic saltwater tank. 
Custom oak stand with canopy. Wet/Dry 
with skimmer. Lots or rocks. Reef 
lighting. $700.00. Cal Mike at 681-9778. 
For sale: Alpine 7525 cassete deck. Dolby 
B and C, CD changer control, wireless 
remote, 30 wx4, Alpine's best! $300/OBO. 
Cal David at 489-6086.  
For sale: authentic African outfit, made of 
kente and linen. $100. Cal 681-7279. 
For sale: Basebal cards - Kirby Pucket, 
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawverry, Felix 
Jose, Andy Benes, Ken Hil, Jimmy Key, 
Alan Trammel, Eric Davis. Cal Renee' at 
871-3918.  
FOR SALE: Peavey bass cabinet, two 15" 
speakers, $200. Peavey XR600C amp, 
$100. Also, Alpine car CD player, model 
7804 25WX4, $200. Cal Ryan, 489-6086 
For sale: royal blue and black evening 
dress. Size 9-10, fited bodice with 
alternating layers of ruffles on botom. 
Great for upcoming formals, only $30.00. 
Cal 489-4209 for more info.  
For sale: Tandy 1000 color computer, 
monochrome monitor and color monitor. 
Wil sel computer and monitor together. 
Price wil vary with monochrome or color 
■monitor. "Body shop 2"(exercise machine) 
30+ exercises with stair stepper. Paid 
$350, asking only $150. Ful size, shiny, 
black headboard with gold trim. Ful size 
bed frame only $75 for both. Al prices 
negotiable. Cal Kris at 764-5371.  
For sale: Trek mountain bike track 830. 
Rear sun rim 19 in frame. Good condition. 
$200-firm. Cal Chad at 681-4098  
NEED MONEY!! Surfboard spectrum, 
great condition, $250. Tires and eight 
spoke empty rims, black excelent 
condition, $350. Dog cage (3x5), great for 
puppies that chew everything ! $50.00. 
Cal Jake at 871-5370.  
Sega Genesis and 13 games for sale. 
$125/OBO. Cal Bret at 681-3439.  
Sony car CD player with detachable face, 
model CDX-5090, 20WX4. One year old. 
$160. Cal Vic at 681-4463.  
Sony car-discman with remote control and 
car equipment. $190/OBO Cal Jay at 
871-7210.  
TI 81 graphing calculator for sale. $65.00. 
Manual included, cal Kimberly at 
681-7366. 
14'Wlotorcycles 
For sale:  1983 Yamaha Virago 920. 
$950.00. Cal Jason at 681-6702.  
1993 Honda nighthawk 750. Black and 
chrome. Excelent condition, garage kept 
and babied. Cal Michael for more info 
and an appointment. 871-7296.  
For sale: 94 Suzuki GSXF-600 red street 
bike. Excelent condition. Cal 681-6505. 
For sale: 1984 Nissan 300ZX. 4 seater, 
automatic, fuly loaded. $3,000.00. Cal 
842-5180.  
11'Help Wanted 
For sale:  1990 Ford Escort, 4 door, 
excelent condition, low mileage (37K), 
automatic, $4,500/OBO. 764-9291. Please 
leave a message. 
VW Fox for sale.  1988, stick-shift, needs 
alternator repaired (less than $80.00). 
$600.00/OBO. Cal 681-7279.  
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!! 
Absolute best SPRING BREAK packages 
available!! INDIVIDUALS, student 
ORGINIZATIONS, or smal GROUPS 
wanted. Cal INTER-CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or 
htp:/www.icpt.com  
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students 
needed! Fishing industry. Earn up to 
$300-$6000+ per month. Room and board. 
Transportation! Male or female. No 
experience necessary. Cal 206-971-3510 
ext A53946. 
15'Musical 
Adult contempo. band seeks female 
vocalist, must be available evenings and 
weekends. Cal Glen at 764-5648.  
Rock guitarist, singer, song-writer looking 
for musicians to jam with, possibly form a 
band. Cal Dave at 871-1171, days and 
871-3586, evenings.  
Wanted: lead guitarist for working band. 
Singing a plus! Influences: Jane's 
Addiction and 311. Please cal Patrick 
Lanier at 871-6816.  
17*Pets& Supplies 
2 snakes for sale. 1 Columbian red-tail 
and 1 bal python. Both with complete 
set-ups. Cal 764-6632.  
5 month old female ferret for sale.' 
Includes cage and other supplies. Paid 
$180, but asking only $120. If interested, 
cal Lamar at 764-8472.   
For sale: 2 1/2 foot Bal Python. Includes 
55 galon tank with vented hood, heat 
rock, and extras. $85.00, cal 489-4209 for 
more info.  
FOR SALE: 
Ful blooded chow puppies. No papers, 4 
males, 1 female. 4 black, 1 red. Cal 
Janice , 681-5752 7:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m 
For sale: two extra large pet carriers, 
$40/each. Cal 871-4276 and ask for 
Thomas or Amy.  
FREE 10 month old "mut" puppy. Wel 
trained and loyal. Needs atention and 
love. The puppy has shots and is fixed. 
For info cal Chris at 764-6147 or Todd at 
764-8525. Please leave a message.  
TEN FREE PUPPIES to good homes. Part 
black lab and AKC registered blue-tick 
hound. Cal 764-6161 or 489-1934 after 5 
p.m or leave a message.  
19*Rentals& Real Estate 
Do you live in St. Charles or St. James 
and need someone to sub-lease Winter 
thru Summer Quarter? Please cal Stephe 
at 681-3415.  
For rent: Two bedroom sunroom off 
university place, need 2 or 3 tenants. 
$480 a month. Cal 871-4276 and ask for 
Thomas or Amy. Available January 1, 
1997.  
House for rent. 2 bedrooms/1 bath. Fuly 
furnished, $275/month. Available ASAP. 
Contact Keisha at 489-6656 or Tamara at 
764-2756.  
Need someone to take over lease ASAP! 
Free cable and water. Washer/Dryer. Pay 
1/4 of utilities. If interested cal 681-4416 
and leave a message.  
' Need someone to take over lease in one 
bedroom apartment starting January thru 
August. Rent -$275. Please cal 764-5070 
if interested.  
One bedrom apartment available January 
1. Clean, new carpet, rent $285/month 
plus deposit. Sublease required. Cal 
871-4862 and leave a message.  
Reasonable Rental: 764-5003. 
Room for rent. House on a pond for only 
$225/month! Cal Blane at 681-6301. 
University Place! SWM/F, responsible and 
clean to sublease. $233/mo., 1/3 utilites. 
House in great shape. Own bathroom, 
washer/dryer, FREE cable, lots of extras. 
Cal 489-6609. 
Mountain bike, good condition, cal 
764-8515. Leave a message.  
Ping Zing 2 and Ping Anser puters. 
Excelent condition, new grips. $50.00 
each. Cal 871-5787, and ask for Dalton or 
leave a message.  
23'Stereo & Sound 
For sale: stereo with turn table, equalizer, 
double cassete deck and CD player. 
Excelent condition, $200. Cal 871-6641. 
28'Weekends & Travel 
FREE TRIPS AND CASH - Find out how 
hundreds of students representatives are 
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS 
OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break 
company! Sel only 15 trips and travel 
free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, 
Jamaica, or Florida. CAMPUS MANAGER 
POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Cal 
now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT 
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK.   
FREE 
Classified Ads 
25 words or less 
Students & Faculty 
C HA OS  by Brian Shuster 
20*Roommates 
2 roomates needed. Rent negotiable, share 
utilities. Rooms are fuly furnished. No 
pets, non-smoker, must have own 
transportation. Leave message at 
488-2273.  
BF roomate needed to take over winter 
and spring quarter lease. Own room and 
phone line. $225/mo. + 1/4 utilities. Free 
water. Wil pay 1/2 of first month's rent. 
Cal Shereko at 681-3066 or 871-3823 and 
leave a message.  
Female roomate needed ASAP. 
$250/month plus 1/2 of utilities. 
Washer/dryer equipped, close to campus. 
Private room and bath. Cal 681-3629 
after 7 p.m.  
Female roomate needed for a three 
bedroom house. $190/month and 
$133/deposit, plus utilities. Cal Dawn at 
764-5314.    
Roomate needed for Campus Courtyard 
#13. Furnished, al kitchen wares 
included. $300/month plus 1/2 of utilities. 
Cal Jay at 871-7210.  
Roomate needed. Townhouse in Wilow 
Bend. $230/month, including water. Cal 
Jenny or Leilani at 871-7388.  
Roomate needed. Washer/dryer, quiet, 
roomy, off campus. No deposit, rent 
$238/month. Cal Chris at 
1-800-371-3849. Leave a message. 
WF roomate needed. Own bedroom and 
bath. Greenhaven MHP on Old Register 
Rd. Cal Tami at 842-9474. Rent is 
$200/month.  
"Oh no, it's my husband!  Quick, get back on the floor." 
21'Services 
AMERICAS BEST CALLING CARD! 
Only 17.5 cents/minute to anywhere, 
anytime in the U.S. No surcharges, no 
monthly fee. Start saving right away. 
1-800-731-3488.  
LAD Typing services offers computerized 
typing of leters, resumes, and term 
papers with competitive rates and quality 
service. Cal 764-4693.  
Need something typed and spel checked 
on the computer? Must be legible and in 
order. $1.00/per double spaced page. Cal 
or leave message, Renee' 871-3918.  
Personalized cards, signs, banners, and 
leterhead made on Print Shop. 
Cards/Signs, $0.50/per page. 
Banners/Leterhead, $0.25/per page. Cal 
or leave message - Renee' 871-3918.  
22'Sports & Stuf 
For sale:  18" mountain bike, forest green 
96 Cannondale M 500 with extras. $495. 
Cal Jones at 871-5060.  
For sale: 1995 GT Vertigo freestyle bike. 
Cal 871-6391 for details. Ask for Brian. 
"For the last time, the water's cold. It's ALWAYS 
cold." 
BUT IT  ^  
INVOLVES MV RUMP AMP AROLLZPUF, HMS?A?£R\ 
lSc We Deliver It Al! 
Ful Menu Delivery ($7°° Minimum) • Take Out 
For Piza Out-It's Piza Inn 
Bufet 
Monday • Friday 
1 a.m. ■2 p.m. 
Tuesday & Thursday 
MuM 
5 p.m. ■9 p.ra. 
\f  M//  
Saturday & Sunday 
1 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
DINE IN, DELIVERY 
TAKEOUT! 
iV^ >^ Dining* Roo m! 
CREATE YOUR OWN COMBINATION! 
Choose a combination of either two or three of these 
favorites and create your own great appetizer sampler. 
ANY TWO $4.79 • ANY THREE $4.99 
• Mozzarela Cheese Sticks • Onion Rings • Potato Skins 
• Fried Mushrooms • Chicken Fingers • French Fries 
Above Items Must Be Used Only Once In Each Combo Ofer 
NACHOS 
Chips & Salsa $2.99 
Cheese $3.99 
Beef & Cheese $4.59 
Basket of Fries $1.99 
A basket- piled high with fresh fries. Choice of spicy or reg. fries. 
Mozzarcla Cheese Sticks $4.59 
Hand cut and batered in gourmet breading, then deep fried. 
Served with marinara sauce. 
Onion Rings $2.99 
A basket ful of sweet yelow onion rings fried golden brown. 
Potato Skins $4.59 
Four Idaho potato skins deep fried and smothered with cheese, 
bacon and green onions. Served with sour cream. 
Fried Mushrooms  $4.59 
Fresh mushrooms hand breaded, then fried golden brown. 
Served with ranch dressing. 
Sh rooms $4.79 
Our golden fried mushrcx)ms smothered in melted rnozzarela 
and cheddar clieese. Served with ranch dressing. 
Chicken Fingers (6 pc) $4.79   (12 pc) $7,99 
Fresh al white chicken meat gently breaded and fried golden 
brown. Served with choice of dressing. 
Bread Sticks $2.49 
Our own version of a classic; perfectly seasoned and served with a tahgy marinara sauce. 
tiVK^tiKZ 
Our burgers are made from 6 ounces of fresh 100% beef, 
charbroiled and served on a fresh sesame seed bun with lots 
of letuce and tomato. 
Burger (Just a good-ote hamburger) $3.99 (with cheese) $4.29 
Bacon Cheese Burger $4.79 
Topped with fresh bacon slices and melted cheddar cheese. 
Lotsa Burger $4.79 
Smothered in rnozzarela and cheddar cheese. 
Cajun Burger  $4.79 
Spiced with four kinds of pepper and topped with rnozzarela cheese. 
Al of our salads are served with homemade dressings prepared fresh daily in our kitchen. **Extra Dressing, Sauce, or Mufins  30e each. 
Griled or Fried Chicken Salad $5.49 Bite size pieces of chicken served over a bed of salad greens, garnished with two cheeses, bacon bits, boiled eggf cucumberslices and cherry tomatoes.  Served in a crisp tortila bowl with a homemade mufin. 
Fajita Salad $5.99 Marinated charbroiled chicken breast cut into slices, served over salad greens with two cheeses, bacon bits, boiled egg, cucumber slices,and cherry tomatoes, pico de galo, sour cream ana guacomole. Served in a crisp tortila shel bowl. 
Chef Salad $5.49 Diced ham & turkey, two cheeses, bacon bits, cherry tomatoes, cucumber slices andboiled eggs on a bed of salad greens. Served in crisp tortila bowl with a homemade mufin. 
House Salad $4.79 A bed of garden fresh mixed greens garnished with two cheese, cherry tomatoes, cucumber (sices, boiled eggs, bacon bits and croutons. Served in a crisp tortila bowl with a homemade mufin. 
Taco Salad $5.99 A Mexican twist on salads! Served with spicy taco meat, clieese, letuce,.tomatoes, guacomole, sour cream and picante sauce. Served in a crisp tortila shel. 
Chicken Salad  $4.99 Homemade chicken salad prepred fresh daily and served on a pineapple quarter. 
Caesar Salad $4.79 Our special dressingand ingredients tossed with fresh salad greens and served with a oread stick. 
Griled Chicken Caesar Salad  $5.49 A charbroiled marinated chicken breast sliced and served on our delicious caesar salad and served with a bread stick. 
Just Chicken $4.99 A charbroiled chicken breast served with cotage cheese and fruit or a smal green salad and crackers. 
Side Salad '. $1.99 Afresh tossed salad served with salad greens, a tomato. cucumber slices, bacon bits, croutons, cheese and your choice of dressings. Good enough to compliment any meal. 
Quesadilas $4.79 Al-inch flour tortila stufed with two kinds ofcheese, bacon and pico de galo, then griled on the fla t top. Served with sour cream, guacamole and pico de galo. (zvith chicken) $5.29 
Chicken Finger Basket 4.99 Fine fresh al white meat chicken strips fried golden brown and served with fresh fries and your favorite sauce. 
Chicken Faitas 8.79 A marinated charbroiled chicken breast cut into strips, served on a sizzling plater with sauteed onion and bel peppers with pico de galo, sour cream, guacamole, two kinds of cheese and soft flour tortilas on the side. 
Soft Tacos 4.79 Three declicious soft tacos made with fresh flour tortila shels stufed with taco meat and two cheeses, topped with letuce, sour cream and tomatoes. 
O i FliiRT 'AVOiRJITES 
At Pizza Innf no sandwich is just a sandwich. We take every bite as seriously as our famous pizzas. 
Hawaian Chicken $4.99 A marinated chicken breast griled and topped with a griled pineapple slice and honey mustard. Served on a Kaiser bun with letuce and tomato. 
Bacon Cheddar Chicken $4.99 A fresh griled chicken breast topped with crisp bacon and melted cheddar cheese. Serv^l on a Kaiser bun with letuce and tomato. 
Chicken Cordon Bleu  $4.99 Marinated chicken breast topped with a slice of sugar cured ham and rnozzarela cheese. Served on a Kaiser bun with letuce and tomato. 
Cajun Chicken $4.99 A fresh griled chicken breast spiced with four kinds of pepper and and lopped with rnozzarela cheese. Served on a Kaiser bun with letuce and tomato. 
Chicken Salad Sandwich $4.39 Our delicious chicken salad, prepared fresh daily with tomato, letuce and honey mustard. Served on a Kaiser bun with letuce and tomato. 
The INN Club $4.79 A double decker stacked high with ham, turkey, cheese, tomato, letuce, bacon and honey mustard, served on toasted wheat bread. 
Phily Steak $5.29 Thinly sliced steak on a toasted hoagie rol with sauteed onions and mushrooms covered with melted rnozzarela cheese. 
Hot Ham n' Cheese ,* $4.79 Lean ham warmed on the grm, then smothered with cheddar and rnozzarela cheese. Served on toasted wheat bread. 
Hot Sicilian $4.79 Hot ham, pepperoni and rnozzarela cheese garnished with letuce, tomatoes, rnozzarela cheese and Italian dressing. Served on a toasted hoagie rol. 
French Dip $4.99 Th inly sliced ribeye piled high and covered with rnozzarela cheese. Served on a toasted hoagie rol with au jus for dipping. 
Meatbal Sandwich  $4.79 Homestyle meatbals, smothered in marinara sauce and cheese. Served on a toasted hoagie rol. 
Chicken Parmigiana Sandwich $4.99 A golden fried chicken breast, topped with marinara sauce and rnozzarela cheese on a fresh bun. 
Fora truly tempting Italian taste, try our great pasta! 
Our pasta orders are served with a hot, fresh bread stick. 
Spagheti with: 
Italian Sauce 4.79 
Italian Meat Sauce 4.89 
Italian Meatbals 4.99 
Lasagna $4.89 
We use fresh pasta, beef tomato sauce and cheese to create the best lasagna in town! 
Chicken Alfredo  $5.99 
Griled chicken pieces, served on a bed ofetuccine noodles and creamy alfredo sauce with a hot breadstick. 
Large o 
$6.99 
Specialty 
, $9.99 
Taco Pfia 
Monster Finn 
Meatrageotis 
Veggie Fresh 
Bacon* Chaddar & Ham 
Chicken Fajita 
Four Kinds of Crust; 
Sourdough, Original Thin, 
Chicago Deep Dish, 
New York Style 
(912) 681-9066 
301 South (Across From Georgia Southern) 
Sunday - Thursday: 11:00 a.m. -12:00 a.m. 
Friday - Saturday: 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. 
*GrilI closes one hour before restaurant closing. 
